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The Old Man: Intended- Symbolism?. 
• • .. • • • • • 
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··········• The Pardoner: -, Self-Revelation Through 
his~ Characters?. 
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" ' Th~·· Cha:racters in Ch.auc.er' s Pa~dot1ei-• s Tale • 
'< I' 
' . 




The·. characters in Chaucer's· Pardon-er' s 'rale have long ,J . 
' 
·I been the focal point of most discussions of the story. The· •" 
! 
• old man, espec1a.l.ly, 1-s ,so ma11y-faceted that scholarsh1 p • </, . . l " \ 
contiriues to dispute his rsential meaning and function in_ . 
the Pa~q_2un~~l~e ~h~\ figure of- the old .man see.king death 
I 
,/ -
occurs only in Chaucer's version of the story •. l'he old man ~-·-- - . 
. . 
• 
I presents the rioter~ with their last chance of salvation, 
provides a contrast· to the rioters, a11d adds the p.roper 
element of mystery a~ fo~eboding to/the quest of death. His ~ . . ~ description, incorporating so many "literally·nonsensical" 
" elements, necessi tat~s a symboiic i~terpretat·ion. Such an 
·• 
·1nterpreta.t1on, however, must _unite all the previous inter-. 
. 
,g, I• 
• pretations because the character, prob8.b\y intentionally, does 
I 
\ 
ha~e so many conflicting sides. 
I 
\ 
The tavern boy and the t~verner, altho~h functioning 11\ I 
I 
• . minor roles, play. Significant parts in the narrative by· intro-. ", 
ducing anq furthering the -personification of _death,. thus 1:>ro-
1 
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. by Cha.uc_er -as c_ompletely n·e·gative~ compl~teiy evil. The_y ar~ 
&lso ~ndifter~ntiated from each other. _These two qualities:-.t • 
• 
their being· totaliy negfiti ve. and their being undifferentiat·ed-- " ( 
' : 
. . .., . 
.. .. ,)" . strengtben· the 0 allegorical temper" of the story by --suggesting :·'"' · . ~:\· ~ ' . 
. \, a_ deeper significance to t·he rioters' violent end than mere 
physical" death. 
.•. 
_ 'rhe Pardoner has been -comoared with the old man, the 
,• 
~ rioters, and even with the boy. Howeve~, only the rioters 
4 
- portray the. s.ame /arr,ogance . and avarice. that 1 s· seen in the 
. *· 
. Pardoner. The boy and the old man provide· a contrast to 
the Pardoner's character~ Thus, each"·~of the characters in I 
t-he~. PardQll~,:r ~ .. tL,~p1le not only function~· significant,~y in the . . 
···' ,\ :,, 
·,· 
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., . ~ 
' ,. Discussions.of Chaucer's Pardoner's Tale usuall~in~ .. ,, 
• elude a study of th~ eharWers in 1 t_, as i~}egral to -~ 
total unders·tand1ng of the tale. _The. old manf"" the tavern if -
boy, ~he tave~er, and-the :rioters each function signifi..:. I r-
cant ly tn the, story and, w1 th the ta.le as a whole, form an - ~ 
.. integral part· of the characterization-of the Pardoner him-
self. 
.. Analogues'. to Chaucer's tale of avar.1ce ·reading to death .. 
range from~pre-Chaucerian oriental ~ers1ons to twerit1eth-
eentury tales of gre~d.~ In all of them; a _treasure cif some 
C sort spar-ks the greed of the -treasure-seekers . .'to· s11cr1 an· 
extent,~hat they kill each other for· ·1 t. ! In many of the 
,· '· 
- . .. 
··---,<. versions, ·e1th~r Christ or an old man, be he.a h~rmit., a ·--....__ ~ ( -. 
. 
. ~--. ': me:rchart t or a. Sa.int; warns· the companions that the treasure 
. . 
the~ seek'ts.~eath, but is ignored· by tbem. This old·m~n, · 
'·. 
. . 
' .,. :~ 
:- ~ . 
·'v 








. in Chaucer's tale does the old man seek death, unabie to find 
, 
it, ~lthough long1n~1for it as an.esc~pe ·ftom the weariness 
• .. 
' 
-and m·isery of old' age~ . 
~-- ~ 
,.. ... ..... . ... ... 
, \ Kittreds,e 




P<?int.~d out the parallel o_f. Chaucer's old man 
in ~~ximian' s Fi,+'t Elegz~2 In both Cha~c/r 
. • I 
" 
·" 
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·,:-::· ~K1ttre.dge cone·ludes ·that,· as a favorite. med1.eya.l ·author, ~ 




·by him, consciously -o~ unconscip~.sly, _ in h_~s f·a.~fipn~%9 S 
' 
, '· 
. J Tale. However, ~hauce~r remains the only author to put. 
.. . the myst~rious· figure of ~he old man into ·the tale of ava-




" : Cr1 t1cal ,st11d1es hav<! prov·1ded numerous and l conflicting 
• 
. I 
.. l . 
. ' . . 





r= . . ..,. 
1nterpretation.s of ~the character of the old ·man. The most 
\ 
. . 







J • . 
. .,/ 
. ,r. . 
'.~. 
"is tindoubtedly Death 1n··· pe~son. n'4 
. 
The old man, ~owever, has himself j·ust left Death. 5· · He l . ·~ . 
wanders, old and weary, because -1 t 1 s "Goddes wi lle," and ·~ 
he cannot find death, he·cannot die: "Ne Deeth, all~s! ne 








./ •. ·• • • 
• 
• •• l~.teral level, would· Death in person say ·'"he wants .·to be taken ~ ~ 
. . ' \\ . \ \ .. 
by \death? The old man is weary·of life: . ~ . "Allas! whan shul 




. to take 1 t to himself •. ·.'.!'he old man wants to -give life up, not \ 
take it to himself. 
\ 
.: "· 
.The old man has also been. se'en .... S$ repre'sent~t1 v~ of old . . "... . 
·.· age, of aged 'humanity, · j vi. J. B. -Owen says the old man . 1 s not ~ . ~. 
Death or his messenger but is simply an old man- _seeking death 
_•H "+•-. 
and thus adding to the 1r0ny of the tale. 6. Owen Say~; 11ri sup-
~ 
·. port of his the-ory that the character is --nothing more than. a 
'·--. 
•'. - - . .. . .. ~·····"\ 
{"· 
-
• I ' ., 
;, 
-.·. 























... ..... ,:,..... . weary \old man, that ·tne old man does no't know· where death is . • ' ' c") 
'· 
·' 
. ' . 
·. : .. o·r he· would "go· and find 1 t. He goes on to say that Chaticer•s . .• 
old man ne1 ther leads . ttie three t9 the .g·o.ld nor· warns i;hem -. 
against it. He just wants to get away .from ·them as quickly 
' 
, ··as1· possible. "His flnai dire.ct1on,s," accord·ing to Owen, ·"and 
---·-
bis final prayer for their saivatl~n reach the height of dra- · • ) 
. " , I 
• 
• 
m~t·'1c irony" as he directs triem to the very death he is s'eeking· •. 7 
Owen would seem to be 'overlooking· 'the· olcf .. -man's very" J' 
.. 
·;' 
speci·f1c· directions 1n lines 761 to 765: 
~~;; 
cl,·.· ' '" 
•• :._turne up this· croked wey., 
·• . 
--::...... .... __ 
' ~· :.'• ••• 1n that grove ••• 
Under a tree ••• 
. 
., 











. .,., . 
·--·. •· 
·,_;..._ 
Se ye that ook?', Right·. there ye shal hym fynde. 
" 
Th~ old man knows where and how .the three· rioters can find. , 
. 
. death, but death cannot come for him through avarice because 
.,. he ha- no earthly greed.left in hi~~ Despite the fallacies of 
... 
-Owen's argument, the old man could be interpreted. as simply an 
'. ~ I 
. old man seeking death, ·which would, emphasize the attitude of the 
. rioters, as shall be shown· later, were 1 t not for the mysterious '-.; 
elements inherent in his description, as_ shat_l also be discussed VI: • ~· 
later •. 
) / .. 
. 
-Paul. Ru.gg1ers, sees ,the charac~er as· represen.tat~ve of old I 
aa;e. "The Old Man," he. says, "represen tat1 ve of old age as. a 
. 
. 
· ·~ time of some11hat bitte.r, resignation,. is used as an instrument · 
which tests the young impartially ... a In 'his brief interpreta-
( 
r,A , 
· 'tion, Ruggi .. ers sees th·e character as pointing up ··the Boeth1an 
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' ,. -", 
. d .• 
. ~ ,,' ' . . . . ·1 > fan who,. when participating in material goods, 1-par- . 
·concept ·or 
. ' 
"' takes less of Go~.9. In other i~ords, t_.he _old man," with his 
"some-v1hat bitter" dis·regard for the treasure·, stands clos·er to . 
.;. . . ... . •,. 
~ 
. 
" . 1·God., in. direct cont·rast to the :riote~s with their greed for t ·. 
the treasure'~ 1'he result of.:: the contra.st t showing the rioters t 




/. \ .. ,_ 
. 
and unholy end. The old man does provi_de a contrast w1 th the 
~' 





treasure does· not seem bitter but rather totally dis1ntere·sted, 
J since he is concerned only with,resting his infinitely weary '1-, 
,, bone~·: . "Al.la.s ! whan. shul my ,bone~ been at reste? Gt ( 733). He ' ' 
./ 
.,. 
V asks not fer material _goods to ease his bones, but to be given .,. 
true rest. 
. 
.... Ot·her critics have extended the interpretation of the old 
' 
< man as old age to become Old Age as Death's Messenger. Marie .... ,. 
Hamilton says, "if Chau·cer's character was meant to be any-. y' ~ 
. 
., . 
thing.more than a pathetic old man who.has outl1~~d all zest 
·· ~ 11 v1n·g, he must stand for Old Age as the Harbinger of -Death, 
··"'-clothed as- it~ere 11: h1s·master's l,_1very, and hence resembling / 
Death. "10 · She makes her 1.nterpretatiqn in the·. light of -the 
.. .i Medieval Three-Messeng'ers tra,di tion-. The three messengers--
sickness, death 9. and old age--were elements of sermons :to make . 
an audie~ce.,repentant through a reminder of their mortality •. 
Chaucer 0 s tale includes".' ·sickness ( the plague background), death (first~ that of the riote~s• companio~ and then ihat of the· 
... 
rio~·era themselves·), and old age (in .the chara.cter of the old 
j 





•. : . 
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' . 
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. \_ . 
1 · .. :. 
) 
·: : ........... ·. ·, • 
. r. . 
r ·, ; 
. I. 
.,,.,,.• ~, .~, ~ 
.. man}. The tred1'.t1·on··-1S _also quite suited to the P'ar<ioner, who 
-
. ' ' 
-.-,\.. 
. • -~ 
. 
• p 
~1s giving a sample. of the serm·ons 1n tTh-1ch -h·e ·tries ·to fr-1ghten 
his audience' i~to buying(pis pard6ns • 
\ 
:--..,... 
. . 1 . ~ . ' 
-The: problem i1vi·th Mrs. 11amil ton·' s interpretation arises from . 
-
... 
seei:pg·s tl1e o,ld man as the"'"· herald of d~ath, on a mi ssi)on for _his 1 r . 
.. master, which tends td establish sympathy -f6r the rioters. They 
would seem to be almost tricked into their~eaths, the~, by this 
. ,- _,, 
old_ marr-who does not ~eveal himsel·f. truthfully. _ There 1 s ?~so, 
with the rise of sympathy, th~losi df the ·power of the three 
rioters as negat'ive· examples· for the Pardoner's audience,' as 
·· well as the loss of ironic contrast between thei.r attitudes and 
that of the.old man. 
. 
"I.. .. ~ I John Steadman synthesizes the interpretations of the old 
~ 
.. man as old .age and as the· messenger of death. -,rhe ·character 
·1s "a typ~-<=>a. :r.1epresen .. tative .portrait of the ideal senex· ·and 
-the miseries of-old age •••• Chau't~er's old man is not 'Death's 
messenger,' b~t h~ is stili a memento mori. nll , Steadman·' s con-
. .. 











cern is with t.he ethical contrast between the old man and the ' 
. three rioters. He· cla.ssif ies the contrasts as between youth · J 
" 
.and age, pride and hum111 ty, impatience. arld patience, bla~phemy 




-avarice and contemptus mundi, ,or_ contempt. for 11later1al goods. ., 
· Steadman concludes that there 1s no need for a.llegqry to under-
. 
a -
stand t,he old·man•s prese-nce 1n·.t·he tal~, that the chief ,s1'gn1-.. ~ . . 
ficance 'of t·he cl1ara·cter l1~s in the 1·-c·ontrast ·he provides to 
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'. •!. ~ .. -' /._/.;.1. 
........ _.·,~---.... ': ' ' .,. 
' . 
\ ..,;;. .. _ --,.--- __ . -. 
-~- . . . 
~-
.. ·.i 
. ,.. .. 
\ t 
. i 
... 8 .J " --
.. 
······· ... 
. . .... 
,, 
/ . 
. '., i.' 
. --- ·····---~. ~ 
.... ,. . .. 
"Pardoner--that of re~ind1?1g -h1s ·a:udfence. that death co·mes to ..... \ 
. ' 
. 
all and worldly possessions are yalueless'against it, and there-
) 
_ . _ ·_fore they should buy his. pardons. Ste~dman's ·interoretation 
7_·_ .. . 
of the old mfm, then, is th·a.t _he is 1not .Death'.s rnessenger, but .. _;-
-
. is a reminder of deathrl·insofa~ as he is old age typified~ 
-
. """i 
- . ' Robert Miller has. gi v:·~n a- r·eligious 1nteroretat1011 to t'he· 
-old man. He c·ompa.res the cha?-ac ter to the vet us homo described. - ,: 
·by St. Paul. '---lie .. says, "The cupidii:ious desires of: the f·allen . 
. 




only 1)0int out the Way ··Of ·perdition rt.he crooked Wa:;_-i , the f.-alse. , __ 
' ,· --...... ,.. 
' 
---..:. 
Paradise Ghe..._ grov~ and the tree of death rthe oaiD' but in a 
sense create them.~12 . He goes on to contrast the old· man with 
,.,--
the tavern boy at t·he begirining of the tale i1ho warns the rioters 
• 
....... : . 
to "be war of swi.ch a~ adversarie [as deataj. ( Beth redy for 
to meet·e hym eve:i:-emoorett (682-683). According to lVliller, the 
. 
. . ' ( 
.... boy is the novus homo, _ ~he ne~, sniri t1-.1ally re-born_ inan\ whose 
. '. ,, ,. . \\ 
advice the rioters do-not take. The old tnaii, the vetus homo, 
0 
' . 
-the spiritually <;lead man who is respo:nsi ble for the "way of per- . 
~. 
' ' d1-tion, the ralse paradise and the tree of d~ath," be~~use of 
' 




. .. his lust for the material life, must v-rander until he c'ad,;:assume . . . . 
;· . / 
-
,t-he. novus homo. -, This, says Miller, s,ccow,:ts for \his desire to 
" 
exchat1ge· his old···a,gee, for ·some ·man's youth.13 _' ~· 




-· Charles Mitchell echoes ·Miller in saying that ·the old·· 
man ·represents spiritual- de~~lth: ••1nsofar EiS/ the Old Man repre-
- . sents the state of spiritual· s.in in_~a1i men, his symbolio 
•, . -
~ . . . . 
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. 1i\ 1S t_he1r state· of "sin Which le"a.ds to their actual dea:th.nl4 ~--· 
Mitchell says that the old man is seeking .. :release from ·his.· .. ,.., 
.. 




material l.:tfe • ''The Old Man seeks:. rest from the world, and 
. 
., yet t1a.nts to r·emain 1n .it ••• But the world cannot provide him 
- . . 
... 
. .. rest from the world: 'But yet to me she wol na.t do-that grace' [?J~ . . · Hence the man who s~eks spiritual salvation- from the 
. 
wOrld in the world must ke.ep his sp1ri tual death. •15 
. ; 
. ' However theologically sound the arguments of Miller and 
·Mitchell. may be, wpen one re.t1.1rns to Chaucer·' s text there f'B. · · 
·ho·oonf1rm~t1~n of·the1r arguments. The,interpretatioh·or 
~ , the old ma\s spiritual death does not coincide with the 
character~s pie:t;y: ·"Thts olde manful: mekely hem grette,_/ 
. And se'yde_ thus,· 'No,1, lordes, God·yow s·ee!'"{714-71.5). He 1s 
\ . 
·meek and greets the three, 1f s·omewhat convent1.onally, at least 
' 




my_n age stille, / As longe tyme as 1 t is Geddes w1·11e" (725-:, if ' 
·726); he says, ''I moot go thlder as I have to go"(.749). He 
does bewail his miseries~ but he also accepts "Goddes wille," 
.. 
,.: .. • 
- - going where he must and · for as long a.s he must. He g1 ves the 
three rioters good counsel: 
...... 
. 
~ •• I yeve yow reed, 





·· And God be tfi th yow ••• ,··:·. J . . . ' . . . 
· ( 744-748) ,·r as is fitting to one_ who .has reached the wisdom . . 
. ..,. 




. ·, ·.; 
. .;,,, . 
• 
;,• . ;.··. . : 
,~ .. 
I 'j 
. , \L '• 
' . ' 
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. ••-• ,, ,•-,.,•,ac: • , .•..• ~," • . '• . 
. •, .. 
,. '!, 
• ,,11 
- ' ~ ' 




· ru,le, f·1 tted ... :.to the occas\,~n, which the rioters would ·do w.ell ~ 
.. ·~ to learn-·-as ·a mat;er of fact,.1t 1s·1ronical that they4lo,· 
1n th, end, ·to ea~p. ·other just exao·tly · as the othe~s ~o to 
~ 
'them·, and -they .all die. The last l'lOrds heard from the old 
" 
man are .also pious. words: "God ·save y·ow, that boghte a.gayn 
- \ 







. ' .. 
... ' J .. - ~ . ·. mankynde, /-And yow amende!"(?66-767)_.· 1 -
,. 






. ( . 
. ,; Nelson ·Bushnell points out the s1m.1lar1t1es between -·"" .. 
Chaucer's old man and· t·he· lege·nda.ry W$,nder1~g ·Jew r1·gure .16 -.- . ~ ; 
Both, \~ccording- :to Bustl:!le-11,. are meek -~nd pious·, both are 
- ~ 
.unable to die, both are.restless and wander by divine com:.. ' t . ' ' ' 
. 
, I ' 
' 
. 
. puls1on, to which each submits. However, unlike the Wandering 
'' 




save, h1.s face. The \\fander1ng Jew legend, also, makes no ·mention 
of the old man's myst·er1ous I chest. ijor· did the Wandering Jew 
recently leav~ death or appear ,simuitaneously w~th the ,plague • 
.. 
-: 'fhe old man• s knocking on the ·earth w1 th his staff, which K_1 t-




. tredge showed to be paralleJ._ -to. Max.t~1an' s First .Elegy, is also 
. 
m1ss1ng from the Wandering Jew legend. Bushnell concludes that 





~. tha.:t h1s old man was the W~derin~ Jew in person •••• Hls purpose,-
more/probably, was to create a character ~ho, by his meekness B.n.d ~ 
~ 






· serve asi a perfect foil to tne three -riote.~s ... l7 . This aspect 
. 
· of the old ·man will be diso't1sse-d later. 
' ( 
Two highly orlgina1·1nterpretations of-the-\old .man have / \ .. 
' '·~ 
recently been forwarded by Robert Barakat an4 Ph111p .. ,.Sohm1d~. 
. " 
. . . . ··:. ".' .. ~ .. 
' ·•· 
·~ . .. . .,. 4-
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. , , ,Barakat_ says that the legendary liorse god- Odi·n . "probably '- . 
se·rved as Chaucer's prototype of the· Pardon~r' s old man. nl8 
The figure of ·Odin, h'e say~' was. known to Chauc·e:r' $ .~ra. and 
was connected with death. I\Jicknames of Odin associate him 
with the-old man's weariness, his longing for ~eath, wandering, 
,tj~ 
,,..,.... and "staff-bearing. . Like the old man, Odin pounds .on the earth 
-with his staff. He is also ·connected wtth the ·-old ·man's "clowt," 
.. which 1s compared by Barakat to the myst1c·e.1 cloak which Odin.·" - ') 
t .... 
guards. The· f1nal compar1son,1s_that of the old man's earth-
mother image with the female counterpart of Odin, the Queen of· 
~· . . 
~- . 
'~ 
.the Underworld, whose realm 1s entered by those who die of sick-
n·ess or old age. 
There seems to be no reason why Chaucer could not have ~sed 
. . the orally-transmitted legend of Odin as a.model for his old 
man, but 1 t 11 also seems doubtful·. that he would have meant for 
·· his character to be associated _by h1s auqience with the god of . ' 
. 
Norse mythology. In _the first place, as Kittredge has pointed V , 
out, tb~ staff-rapping on the ground and tl1e calling on an 




., ~ and Ma.xi mi an, according to Kittredge, was ,ta. favorite author . . 
of the Middle Ages.19 As Bushnell has po?nted ()~t, the Wandering 
Jew was also asSociat.ed with weariness and wander1.mg. ~O .. With 




.. . ... ~ .. 
l-
_· th~· element-~f longing for death and the mention of ~the "clowt." 







-··-· the, old man, realizing the true 
•..._ 
.' I ~- -
a ne?ess1 ty in the t~le,· . w~er~ 
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~ ,· 
-', to the r~ot·ers, who see .... deat.h merely as th~ reason for another 
\ 
· . gay adv·enture. ·The "olowt." _· 1s mer:it1oned by. the- ol·d man ·as a 
symbol of the death he_ is se'eklng. W1th these two elements 
explained by their use in the tale,. a~d the other comparisons 
.... ,_ with Odin fOWld -~lso -in o .. ther··sources~--· the connection· W~:th . 
- Odin., becomes only .. a highly .. tenuous poss1 b1li ty. The connection 
may be there, but .without further evidence, .1t carin9t be ·proved. 
Nor is the connection between~the .old man and Odin necessary 
to ~xplain the elements of· the old man's descr1ptton which are. 
discussed by Barakat. 
·:,, ' 
. . . ~--~---' 
'); 
. . - . l. " . . . - - -- . -.- - ... - - ·- --- ---- .. --····--·- · .. -· . 
. · Phili~ Schmidt· saYs the old man is Chaucer's. o.wn depiction 
of the Avenger figure in the Middle _Ages Morality ·plays. 21 The 
.. plays, a~cording· to Schmidt, included a Good -Angel and a Bad ~ 
Angel. The Good· Angel w.arned the sinner a:r1d tried t·o mal{e him 
repentant.~ The Bad Angei showed the unrepentant .sinner the 
joys of ~in ~and led him to Hell. "What have we here [in the 
Pard-oner' s Tal~/?" Schmid~ _asks.. "The old man warns the youns 
ones abo.ut their vi lla1nous conduct and 1s rebuffed almost to , 
Violence. So the other side. ~f the old man's characte!] takes ,b 
over and they learn what it was he meant, all three dying vio-, 
lently~ r-------~ He 1s not .the alle·gor1~_al figure t·hat trad"i tion showed_ 
.,t)ut a personage ·w1·th the characteristics of both and the ._..------
effects of both."22 · In other words, Schmidt·would see the 
old man as Chaucer's synthesis of the two Angel figures of '..-,· 
the· Mo.rality plays·,· both:· figures pu-t into one character • 
. Sch~1dt implies, thus, that ~he old man 1s directly 
·' 
. \.,.·· '1 
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.1 I • • ' I 
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•• 
responsible. for.' the deaths of' the three because they would· 
·not listen .to his "G,ood Angel .. voice.· I.n- point of fact, the 
old mari is'' ~he. agent o.~ .their laet-"'"ch8.llce.°'to. save themselves. 
His veiled warnings, 
,. .,· ' . . ,' 
.s;. .• -. 
.. ,:-·. ; ~ ·-
'· 
. ' 
- .. ~- . -~ '-~-
, •• .J•_,"!. ·.,.- ,.. r- ;:-..iv.·,-.--.·· .••. 1.-:-c-.,1 .. •.• .. ,:~T-• - ... :-··- .. 
........ 
••• 1f that ···y.e · so longe abyde. 
. . 
' 
.~.1~ that tow be so leef 
To fynde Deeth •••. 
.. , 





-·. ' .... 
,: 
~oght for. y.oure boost he wole him no thyng. hyde. 
· ··· ··.God save yow ••• 
. . . 
J _ And ·yow ~mende ! 
- --- -- - -~ ~ - ~ . - . ---- - ·- .... ·-, . - ~--------·t-... .---·------- _....L .. ,-
------- -- -- • 
•) ~-:---.---- ____________ .:_ ___ ,_ _____ ~----- .- _...,.._ ------------ ------------
· · · .. · · (747, 760-761,. 764, 76Q-?67). are_ disregarded by, the three and - 0 ~ . . 
-
.. ' ' . 
. 
. 
therefore t.hey themselves are· responsible fo~ ~he1r violent 
deaths •. They choose to ignore the 11.rise warn1!}g~ of the old-
! 





A last interpretation. of the old man 1"s that he is a de-
>· 
·vice for the ironic self-revelation of the Pardonerj Helen 
Corsa ,_defines the whole sp.eech of t.he old '·man,. when he is d~-
picting ~is ~i~eries~as the r~p~esentation of ·the true lot. of 
. . .. .....__ 
. 
' . .• 
· the perverter of life, which 1s, she·rsays, what the ~ardoner 
. 
--,·~ 
himself is. 23 .In his 1nterpretat1.on of the old man as spiritu~i -
' . 
·. death, Miller, too, ·r1nds the old' _man a representation of the 
l/s. 
·P.ardone.r ·himself. · Like the Pardoner, he says, t_he char,acter. 
f 
·.quotes scripture for hies own.use, po.ints out _the.. 1._,ay to- sp1r-. 
0 
.1tual death,, and wanders., .. ~l~cking that peace which pasa.et~ .. 
I . 
.. - , j 
, 
. 
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.Pardoner will be d~scussed in. the fourth· chapter of this ~paper. · 
However, even if ./the old man is ~een as an ~-ron1·c ser·r-rev~la-
t.1on .of _the· Pardoner, he ma.y_ at tfle same time be a,·. symbolic · · 




. S1nbe none of the allegorical interpretation~ is com~ 
. 
. 
· pletely acceptable, it would be helpful to explore the tole • • • 
o·:r. the· 'c)old man· in the tale on the 11 teral level. . His place 
in ·the story. proper of four ·hundr~d and· f1fty~f1 ve. lines 
I; 
' ~ 








- - ---- - -
--- --- - ... -- - - --- ------· - ~- -- ~ 
- - - . ·- ·- ... - - -- - -·--·-····-· - ··; - -· -'\, . \ 
: ·as well as his haunting recitation of his d1v1nely-w1lled 
\ wa11deri~g- adci, an element of darkness arid mystery to the· search 
6f the thre~ rioters-for death. The very fac~ that no one does 
. 
. 
-~ know just-l who he is accounts for -the mystery a:p.d the mystery ' . ' 
in turn bringspthe,rioters' hitherto· adventurous and gaily-\ . . . 
• I • 
& 
~ dlr1ng s~arch fo~tdeath ihto its proper element of foreboding· --~. 
darkness • 
. . . · The old. -man's I second function on the 11 teral level et th·e 
. ' tale 1s his role as the agent of the rioters• final chance to ' ,ti 
save. themselves.- .He·advances veiled wa.~nings four times, im-
. 
.. 
plying, first, th~t they may not ii ve to reach, -his gre·at age 
' 
. ( 747) ~- that they_ should perhaps riot b~ so an:x:ious to find 
"••, · death <'760-761), ~that · they should' hope. death would hid·e his ' ,, 
.. 
-~-
- :. ~ 
f~ce .f;rom them ( 7_64), and, last~, that tney need - "amending" 
and salvation (766-767). 
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(_'· 4> " ,:· ..... 
of the tale 1s in h1 .. s act·ing as a foil-to- the a:t·t1tudes and' 
. ' 
··actions. of the three rioters._ As Stead.man has pointed out,-'. 
.. .... ,. 
the old mijn°s humility, patience, p1.ety, wisdom, and contempt ~ .. . ' ,1' 




_ ... _ - phas1ze. the pride, -impatience, blasphemy, folly, and avarice 
of the t·rkioctZ5 The .. contrast,··according to Ste.adman, is seen 
·1n the attitudes _toward death: the old man sees 1 t as a re-
.,, 
lease but the rioters see it as a vtcious enemy~ Th~ contrast 
· is seen again -in the old man's patient resignation· to th·e 
. / 




-· -~~--'··-'--·----·-·-·-·. ~.---·------ --~--~--· --~·------- --------·--·-···----· ' .· . 
__ J...-...;_· __..... ........ ..._ 
I) 4.-~-----------~---- ---· -..---
~.1ipo s_e_d __ ,t_o ____ t he "rioters O "violent oppas1 tion" to man·• s cond1 t16n ' 
and '~their rash and impatient quest to slay death. n26 ·The c·on--.; .. 
<> r.- •. 
-trast 1s seena a th1& ti·me in .the att1-tudes towards the treas-
• 
~ 
. . ~ 
ure: the you-ths are rou-sed to avarice by 1 t ,1 but the old ma.ri 
. . 
equate_s it w1t.h death, t_hus, as Steadman points. out, being the 
y 




. At_ this point 1 t seems important to rec·all that Chaucer 
has originated the_ character of the old man seeking death in 










the new elements add more dramatic irony or a dee:per meaning 




. fers from 1 ts· anetlogues--G9we:r s 'rale of Florent, the ballad ·. 
Marri~g,e of Sir Gawa~n; and the romance \4/eddynge of · Sir Gawen 
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· ,. In the· analogues,.· the Lady is. a victim of.· enchantment. and- can 
. ~ be returned t·o her youth an4 · beautiy only·· by. marrying the hero. " 
~ 
· In Chaucer, on the other, l,1~~' the .Lady is not. a v1ct1~. 
\ 
She 
has ~uperhuman powers, can shift her ~ha.pe at ·will, and _chooses 
I . 
the knight for·· her husband and makes him marry her si~ply ·be~ 
cause she wants to. 2? If the read.er ·remembers the character. 
of the Wife as it 1s disclosed in her ~rologue, and then looks 
at the Loathly Lady's. actions, which result in the knight's 
.,. 
:happiness in his ·marriage, seeing the Loathly Lady as repre~ 
senting the principle of sovereignty. of t.he wife 1n marriage .. 
. 'V· 
,, 
.. ,:.;.:.:-~ .: 
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. ~- ···-"' • .. __ -• --···-----..------~··---4~ 
.. ... . 
,.. ' 
~ .. 
ever demandi~g and\unreasonable she :may be, brings happiness 
to the knight,·· just· as, according to .the Wife of Ba.'th, sover-. 
/ 
eignty of theiwife, however opposed tradition may be 1 to the . 
idea, will result in the· best marriages. 
. ' 
I 





·1ts analogues.'". In ·Boccaccio's Il Filocol·o, the closest a.na.-• 
,'-' 
·. ~ lo_gue, the task assigned by the besieged wife is ,..a garden 
· blooming in Ja.nuary·a.s,1r·-1t.ware £4ay. ·--In ·Chaucer, 'th~ task· 
~ ,. 1s to submerge the rocks along the coas~. It is a "seemingly· 
. 
. . . 
. ' 
. t ' ' . 
_ impossible task," the na-ture of, 1 t 'dictated by Dor1gen ~.-love 
for her husQand, "and it 1; that very task ~Ompleted long ~ ~· 
. after the need for 1 t is gorie and Ar.;~·ragus 1s hom~ ••• which 







. · Dori gen ·g1 ves .,~what- she cons1de~s. 'an ~poss1 ble ·task so .that · " 
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. ·a task· which w1·11, .if ·by-·s·ome miracle per,f_or:med, ·· make her 
·- . ..: ' 
. ~·· 
" .. 
;hµsband'.s homeward '.jour:iey safe.t···The new ~el-errrent of -the 
roclt-task has added to the 1.rony of Dor1gen' s predicament~~· 
what sl1e did to tlrotect, her husband will_ later threaten the 0 
' -
' 
. happiness pf -both, ~ 
In the Merchant• s ·Tale, too, Chaucer has made an im-portant 




. 4eitf or deities ~ho restore the husband's sight in time to 
• see his wit"e • s treachery"' Many of these analogues have the 
Chr1 sti an God as the de1 ty ;"~· others have Jup1 ter. Chaucer alone 
.-- -·-'--·-----· ----·· -,.......---'~ - .. --.:. ~._.___...__.... ____ _.,,;__. __ .,_._:_.:;,._ ...... _.~--~---,...-~-_..-_ - __________ ..,,_;:_":".-·~,.---. -...; .... - ·:··-'-'--..t......-'....-.'...-=---.:.:.;.;..;.. ....... ::--'...-!.;.-",-..:-'. - . ;;.....:.:..,..\:..:..--..:;.;-• ...:.::---·.:..:,,.-·. ·--·· ~~~~--~·-· .. 
, ·makes·~-h1-s--d-~~1-t1es Pluto and Proserpine •. As 'ratlock has poi.nted 
out, Chaucer's.deities change from· .,the,bright Olympians" to 
"the d~sky gods of Hades," who are more suitable-to_ the tale~29 
In other words, the presence of the underworld Pluto and Pro-
.. 
serpine tends to add a deep·er element of ·he111s·hness to and 
-emphasize the already-fiendish air.of the garden and its 
" ' 
occupant~. 
It now--"'becom:es a questlon of asking what function the· 
new element of the mystefious old man seektng death performs 
' .. \ ~ 
J' 
IJ , · in the Pardoner 0 s Tale. The old m·an 's weary long1·ng for. death .. '" -
~oes add(.a deeper meaning to ·the quest-of-death theme. · He 
seeks death seriously' knowing all' that de·ath and a q_uest of··-
, . 
. 1 t imply;· in contrast to the r1o·ters' ·Etdventurous search. The -
.... 
. .. oid man also. adds irony to the tale 1n the very fact that he 
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. J. A further irohy lies in the definition of death.as th~ 
·-...J 
. ' 
old ·man and the rioters see 1 t. · There ar·e three di ff.erent 
~ .. Chr~stian attitudes toward death: as puriishment f6r.s1n~ 
" 
as release from physical and worldly ills, arid as a step 
towards -God.~ The old~-an- sees dea .. th from all three. views:.~ 
· he warns- the rioters about death:...- tt_if that~· yow be ·so· leef' / 
' To fynde Deeth"(760-761)---thus s-eeing. it as punishment for 4/ 
.. 
~~n; he seeks death--"Ne Deet·h, allas: ne wol .nat han. my lyf 
••• Alla,s ! whan shul my bones been at reste?" ( 727, 733 )--thus 
' ' 
. '' ... . •.~:.:., ·., ..... . 
... .....· 
\ 
'.. l ··\l 









seeing it as a release from his phy_sical misery; and his piety_~-~~--~~ .......... ----::_.~. :.---.. _,._;;___..:...-·..: . ..:....,c-··-·······--s-.--·-·--~ ---------- ··-··' .,___~_-,._· . ..:.__;...· .• -.--..........:c~-"--;--.:-- . ..;; . .:.~:.,:.--·-·----...----·--,·--· · .. ·---'-·----·-----:---·-'-'-·--.,---·-·o-'-->-'-·--e--- , , 
·- --·--·""··--··--·--···'-··-···-~:. ·----- •-- •-,~~-·~,~~-·..'-··-~• .J• •·-~ ,·-·•--·~•-~--~---- -------
-
... 
-' '• __ •·· • 
"God save,- yow·, that boghte agayn mankynde" ( 766 )--indicates that 
. he understands that physical death will lead man .. to God, whe 
"bo·ghte agayn mankynde." However, the r1 oters see deatl?.- · only 
"as _.pun1s;hment for sin al though they hs.ve not progressed far 
•' 
- enough in spiritual awareness to phrase it as punishment for 
sin . . Thew see only that it threatens all·men: · the one rioter ' . 
V say·s, "we wol sleen this false~traytour Deeth"(699), thus in-. 
di eating that death is an agent of threat w_hich,. extended to 
its full 1m~l1cations, indicates death as \he ~uni~hment (or I . 
' ·•\ 
' To decide _whether or not the old man can, or should, ·be 
. read symbolically,' a$ t·he Loathly. Lady in the Wife of Bath• s, 
. . . 
. 
... , .. -·· .. . 
---- ' 
-





. ' . definitely that the character i_s ~poor. old man, greets the 
• 
• 
. ~ ~ d · rioters mee~ly, is all cove_red up expeµt for hi~ face, Qann~t 
. 
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. ~ ...... age according to·.~GQd •.s· will,. ·1s n_ot accepted by death and thus . v , 
· wanders like a restless capt~.ve or i'Iretch, begs for admittance 
. , . 
into t_he. ground~· has nvan1s~1ng" flesh, .blood, and s·kt·n, ·has. a\ 
pa~e and withered fac.~ ,- and must wander on•:·· The old man° s de-




,, ... , ...... -.p-1ous, as/ was. discussed ear11·er,. ·and . knows the ways of -m.en; . that 
. is, he knows that th~ gold w1·11. be death fo.r the rioterse 




. thedescr1pt1on of the old man that-do not "make ~ense 11t--
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' ri. 6 t -make-~seiis-e·- 11 t-e~aily are· the old man's expec t.ing to find 
someone wno ,.is ·both willing and able to exchange-·youth for 
,' 
old age, his being rejec~ed by death, seeing the ground as 
-._the gate of h1S'·mother the earth, and ·1nvoking his mother_ 
-
IC,. 
,,,. · ... 
. 
-within. ''We have theref_ore," says Miss Strang, "to believe 
<• 
• 
~1 thter that ·chauo,er was wr1 ting nonsen_se, or that an al_le-
gor1cal" m~aning ··was intended at this po1nt, even though 1 t 
was not· sustained.'' J,l Ne.1 ther Miss Strang nor ~Y percept1 ve -~ 
· , reader can believe t·hat Chaucer was wr1 ting nonsense.· As has 
, 
'(' . .../' 
·been shown in the -three examples g1 v.en above, elements· that : · 
are original w1·th Chaucer usually have a specific function in I , '• • , 
";,....,· 
-
the work. -There 1 s ··no reason to bell eve th~t these "11 terally - . • . .. . . .,,/!$~"\., . . . -
.· . . 
. 
. 
'. nonsensical'' elements do not also· have~ a specific function, as--
..... 
. 
will now be explored. 
.~-· · .
. As,·,.was pointed out_· earlier~ the . very fact that the· old 
' man's d~scr1pt1on and speech are myste'ri~us, adds to. the tale.· 
"' 
..,, The mystery, also, rules out the possibility of calling the. 
..-
., . 
... ,, . -
1---- . - -- . - - -- .-------- .. . }· 
. '~ 
.. ' '. , . ~. . ....... .,----,. 
.. / \ ' 
.I . 









~·ld man. ju.st ·an· old mari, as Owen has done. 32_ As Miss Stra.n_g . ,, 
has said,.· "no m_ed1eval listener G.r contempol"ary readerj who 
,, 
. • 
& heard the account· the Old Man ··first. gave of himself could 
,•'~ave s~pposed that th1 s was '~ old man and. nothing. more e -· n.JJ .f 
, ' 
. 
. I . While an· ord1·nary old man may metaphori.ca.lly consider the ;earth 
. 
. 
- his mother, does he knoc.k on the ground b~_gg1n·g adm1 ttance? 
Would an ord1na.ry old. -man even hope, which would. imply __ belief 
1n ·th·e poss1 bili ty·, that he could find someone with whom· t.o 
- ·-' "< 
exchange h~s ~ge for:yotith? No one could call these charac-
ter1st1cs· of a.n 1 ordinary old man. 
~ ' The old man·also' lacks personal description. ·we know 
·' 
.Pis face is pale and withered (7J8), but we do not know any, 
facial feature~~ We hear him called a spy f6r death (755), 







where he mtrst_(.749), but we are not.told just where 1t 1s he-··------=---------.-'----
- -- ' ,, ..... -
. ,. r .. 
.,,.-··,•·---·~ --·--·· -.---~---·-·-·--·-----~"". -· 
-#' • • •. •· -
l 
·-· ·; ......... ,, .. •.• . 
" 
must go., He has a chamber where he keeps h1s chest (735),. but 
• 
·we do not know what part of the world he come~ from. All t'hese / 
extremely indef1n1 te· de~i.ori pt1ons gl ve the ·old/ ma?l a universal, 
. 
. 
_ almost myth1.cal air •.. _He is so.m·ehow connec~~d ,with physical ; , 
. 
' -. . 
. 
~ death--he lmows, at least, where the rioters may fi_nd death. 
0 
• He is.somehow connected_ w1th_sp1r1tual 11.fe an~death-~he, at -.. , .. · . .-.. ··-··· -
. 
leas~, accepts diiine will 
act. He 1s rem1n1-scent of 
and 
the 
, ... , 
knows how 
w.ande.ring 
' ~ '. i. 
. -
. \,.J. 
the rioters should. 
. ~ .,.. . 
Jew figure--he-, · too', 
wanders in weariness. He is also in a wa.y repres.enta.tive of 
• 
- agedhumai1.1ty--at,,least,'-he tells~ the rioters;··~how they should. --·-. 
~.. ., 
" .• •• ••• : • • ..J 
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" only b~cause there-are suggestions in his description for··: I Jo, '" • 
I • . 
. 
'all of t.he interpretations • 
. \~. 
It would seem,. on the contrary,. that all of the9e facets . . - . 
' ' 




n1zed by h1s a'udienc"· · The re·ader cannot assume that any part 
.~-
" t . ' of the--old· man's d-escr1pt1on is accidental. Such.· an attitude .. 
would be an unfair and· groundJless aspersion· on the artistry 
of Chaucer. 
· By allowing· for so many po·ss1 ble ~nt~rpretations of. --the . ~ 
. character, Ch.aucer enhances the mystery surrounrling him, and 
hence also the mystery surrounding the quest of death itself. 
The mystery ~d the range of interpretations also enhance t~ 












· _ . · Eric S-tockton says, "W1 th unerring f eel1~_g_ .. f9.:r ...... -~.ttegat.-1.v:e_-----~ .. ~------.. ~------'-+. ~·-·------·--------..._,__.... __ · ----·. ~-~----~--------·----.. •··-·:--:-···--····--~------·-······ ..... _ .. .:.. ...................... ,. ... _ ........ --------··"·"·--· --:~---.----- · .•.•. ,-,::,.-.--.:·-· ·. -·--·------··:· ........ -.:--··--·····--···-~--:. • . . 
. l •·. ,, • capability' Chaucer-leaves the Old Man unlabeled and indeter-
minate, and hence the ·more universal, the more pa~lpable, as er,. ~-·-· ~ 
mysterl;us and t:rUe as life 1 tself .n34 ' He useS the old man's 
.,,. 




·how Chaucer deliberately "compl1ca.tes ·the n~ture~of the Old 
. Man. A lesser artist," .he continues, ~·wo1i'ld have seized upon. 
a stock expressi.on of .Christian piety. n)5 By: add1,ng the "paga~" 
' 
,, prayer, C~auc-er makes 1'·,t irp.pos.~i ble def 1n1 ~e-ly to call the old . · · · · ~ · 
V ~ man a Christian figure, yet his pious expressions elsewhere. 
i 




The problem is wheth~r or not Chaticer has indeed left the· 
... 
"I 
.. I . . 
I 
·-
.• ·,. ' 
u· 
-
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old ·-man "Ulllabeled and. indeterminate." 
,,. ·, 
.' .. 1·,·, 
.,, . 
. . 
Unlabeled he· is, but 
1s he 1ndeterill1nate, or undeterm1nable? Does his being "the 
m·ore universal, the ·more palpable, as mysterious and. true as 
) 





There are ~llegorical 1m~licat1ons present 1n the description··~ 
of the old ~man, evidenced irf· the very mystery~~ .. c:,f the chara.c.ter. 
. " 








insofar as old age reminds man of hi·s mortality;' he i.s repre-
• ;Q ~_en~9:~1 ve of .aged humanity 1nsof ar as he speaks for kind treat9'.' . 
. ment of· a.11 aged .men; he··1s rem·iniscent of the \\/andering Jew 
in his weariness and. inability to die; he is even reminiscent 
_j . . ' 












, _ · . ~ ·. directs the three to· the · specif.io kind· of death they .will f 1nd; · ] 
f'v-.-..-·-..---. - .. .-., ...... -.-,-..,.,.._..... . .,,__ .--_._:.--..,.-.--.......- ,.--,, .,..,._.. .. - . .,,.,.-,,., .. .,.~ •.• ., .. .r...,., ·- ···------ • ·~- - ,. .... .- ,.. r ··---- .......... _.,._ ,.__,_ ...•.. ·~ -~-,·~ --··-- .- - . ·c· ....... ,. ·•- ,.- --- -..-- -.--·-·-·"· ?·-··- ···-·--·· .,.-• ·--~·-• r•• ..................... - ·•·-·-~ ......... ; .• ·· --; .... · ...... - .,. _,. -· ,•., .• ~ ,. - • ,· , ..... •·• •" ... •• -- -··--~~------··-·- ..... - ....... ' • .-- ·• .......... ~ .•. • or- •••••• ···-•-• ... • ~···-- .... _.,,_-......, ---~··;-····,,-·..-.·------·---.--, • 
'. . • -<4 -- ••• 
I 
- and he may. even be reminiscent of Odin becau_se of the· connection 
·,:, 
.of both with death.· What the old man is not is "just an old 
-
man." He also is not death alone, or old age only,_ or a 
~ 
' ' 
'·· . '·' ·-~•,,, ... ,.~-, .. 
·· ·m~ssenger of death only. He is all and none of these, .and 
. 
-•-:--he. was probably & meant,, by Chaucer, to be all end non·e of these. 
0-
He 1·s the unifier of all of the-se interpretations. 
. ' . 
'~t. •.• &~ . - . . 
The old man •·s Qharacter is archetypal,' basic. to all· human.:. . 
. 1ty--he e-mbodies all of human1ty•s"· fears and mysteries, .h.uman~ · 
• 11,.,_ 
, ·, itY's wisdom of age, humanity•s·mortal\ty and k:rlowledge of life 
':it ' 
• ·(f'. t ' . ' 
,I 




· "· ·' figure whicoh unites all· the previous ·1nterpretations .·, ... 
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.. ' 2)- . ·· ..... .- .... , 
.. 
·:..:. ... ;. 
·/ 
. 
. ~ ~-µm·an1 ty haa.1 knqwledge of· death and 1 ts inortal1 ty heralds ' ' 
I 
·death. At the same tim~, humanity;s religi<_>n and submis~ion :•, 
~: bring~1mmortal1ty. · However, at.the same time·-
·, , .. 
· -. to di vine t'l111 
' ' ... , .• i, ... 
' 
.. ,... '. \". 
. .. 
.that hum~1 ty 1 s immortal because of di vine will~- 1 t retains 
" its desire for reunion with its motl}~r the earth, ·_or death, 
a~ r·elief from ·mortal wea.rine·ss. After all, man 1 s made of 
@ clay as well as of the breath of God, arid has _a materia.l, 
__) ~ 
earthly nature a.s iiell as a· spiritual, heavenly nature. 
t r 
11 The· 
. aura of other-worldliness· 1n the old. man also suggests human.:.. ' 
. 
1ty' s. spiritual nature. Man 1-s dichotomous_ and mysterious, 
" and so is th_e old man tn the Pardoner's Tale. : - · ,_ ~----.. - ....... ~·'··---. 
Humanity includes the old and young, and while. ·the old 





.· knows the nature of t~e young; for example, he knows that • • 
" greed will develop 1ri':, the rioters _a.r_tq_ .l-~-~d- .tJ1:.~~.hei.r .. --deaths· ... ~---,--·-·. ---- -- · ... ,..,.- , 
----- --~ ---- ............ ,_ .. .:.:.-· __ ...;..-.....,... ----· ---.-·---,-----.-.:::i._----·---·- ..... -------·-.. '.'"'--· ... 'I,.... ----~------------- -····· .................. ---.---··· • •' ... _ .......... ; 
- •• ~ ,,,..· 
• 
' d 
.. .. The ola. man, also, 11 ke hunt~nt·ty, goes a~ far as the distant 
.• . 
and exotic "Ynde" in his wandering. 
. . 
The old me.n • being "~l forwrapped" except for his face 
g1 ves him .. :t-he air of und1st1ngu1she-d huma.ni ty. At the same 
. y 
.... time, his pale and withered face s_uggests humankind· in all . I 
, . 
1 t~. mortality. The old man• s di"ohotomous nature, wh1-oh in-
_cluo.es. all aspects· of hu~ani ty, explains why J'l11ller. and Mi tche11-. ' () '• ' 
' ~-~ • , 
' ,' 
' 4, 
-could ·call ··him spiritual death desp1.te- his piety. It aiso '3X-
( 
. . . 
· plains why -the old m,~ can be seen as0 bringing or at least 
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;' ..... _ __--, . and ·negative,. as is huma.n1 ty' and this dicl1o,_tomy al·lows·1 him . 





, ... "'"•''"""" 
See1n·g the old man a,.s humanity emphasizes the· attitudes 
and actions 811d tne justness· of the deaths . of the rioters. 
They deny the old man. That 1.s.,. they refuse to listen to his 
advice, to heed his warnings, ev1n to treat h1m w1·th respect. 
In denying the old man. and treattng~ h).m so contemptuously·, 
they are d~ny1ng ~d rEffusing a:p.y k1nsh1 p w1 th hume.ntty, ·or 
. humankind~. Thus ·.they deny and defy their own humanity, their. 
.; 
. . t~ad to.the violent and unholy end they do experience, because 
~~hey do refuse ·to heed their o·wn 11m1 tat ions. 
. . Because of the old man's my~terious character and connec-









· w1 th as·surance that Chaucer did intend h·is character to be · . ,_· : ~ /~~---.:,""~,- . 
" 
. : - . symbolic •. However, .until , a symbolic interpretation can be-/ "" . . 
---· 
'· 
-found that uri1 tes and takes into cori·s·1.deration. all the earlier \ 
interpretations and all the facets of the-character, the old 
man must remain a ·mystery. It is possible that the old man . '' \ 
/',-represents ··humal.11 ty; such ~ 1nterprete.t1on 1s an ·example of 
·a symbolism that ·would unite all previous -interpretations. . . 
' . ··,,,,: 
- J 




.. or· the symcol to· suggest _a_ rang~. of meanings ••• ~The different > ' ..... , 
critical opinions ••• all. hav.e something. to. contr1 bute .and do · 
' 
· no,t cancel each other out-· ... J6 · He maintains that Chaucer did . 
• 
~- TI 
.. , .... 
' 
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. not intend a specific s-ymeol1sm, but tnat the old man 1s to 
"' 1.' • 
' • I •1 ,1-,, .. ,,, 
sugg~st all_ the 1nterpretat1 -ons. Unt11 all_ the interprets- · 
·,. 
tions can be. united in one :figure this is the safest, indeed 
-· t"he on~y, attitude that can be taken by the reader of the 
... /_ 
·Pard.oner' s Tale. . . '-
. We do not· qknow .i,.1ho th~ o).d man 1 s, but . 
. :i' 
his descrlptlbn• ·witft all its in~sensical" characteristics, 
~I • 
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.,· .. The Tave.rn_ Boy and· the _Taverner: 
·:·' - t--
-
. Minor .Figur~s · 
. 
.. . . .. .•6-- .. , .•. ·-- . 
,. ,: 
.... 
· w,1 t·h Significant Roles·--- · ,, . 
'.Ir / ·:. 
. ' 
,, 
'· The tave.rn boy, the ,,;-lme.ve'' of one of. the rioters, 
' ~ 
' . appear_s 1n only nineteen .11_nes of the. st·ory -the Pardoner 
-~-
- tells (666-684), ··but .. he has two: sl)ecific functions in the 
/ 
tale. He is asked by one of. t·he rioters to !.e·arn the iden- "'· 
t1-ty of the corpse betng carried past the tavern. In his 
reply to the order, which constitutes his only appearance 
.-,-,,,.--~i.::·,-~--.a-•~ - - '•' _ _":··--· .. ·• .......... ~ -- - _···-. ::- -, .... _. -_-
-1n the tale, he tells ·t,n.e rioters· _.that the dea.d man was an 
. ' 
old comrade of theirs, introduces- the per<&onification of 
death which runs ·through~ut the tale, and warns the th·ree 
.. / {!: 
. 





"T,t,.er cam a pri vee-- the·~_f ___ ~~n clepeth Dee th, . / That '1?'.l 
, .. 
· this contree al the peple sleeth"{675-676) says the boy, thus 
I making death~ palpable f1gure for the rioters to contend with. ,. 
• \..-4... ~ . •, 
When the one rioter responds to the taverner's· words with "Is 
' 1-
1 t sw1ch.per11 with hym-for to,me~te? / I shal hym· seke by wey 
. 
. 
. and eek by _strete"(~9-J-694), he its fol~ow1ng the boy's manner 




, -1t. In· so per_sonifying death, the boy is prov:1d1ng a 11-t~:ral ::'· 
-
object for the rioters' fotthcomlng literal search. 
, 
The boy's_ warning, to "be war of swich an adversarie_," is 
- ...... -- ··.·-·~·' .. ·-····· ..., ......... .,... ···-·- ... .._._,. ··-. ·•·· .. .. " 
. ' 
... 
" \. · .. 
i, 
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.the first warning about death given t.o the rioters and ·thus ·, I 
renders them even more f 0011 sh wh~n they propo·se and uilder- · 
take their se-arch for death ,without any" consideration of tpe · 
I .. 
.., boy's words. H1·s further warning, "Beth redy for to_ 1neete 
hym everemoor·ett'.( 683) . provi .. des an irony 1n retrospect,~ sint>e· 
1 t 1s just lfhen the ri'oters find the gold" and forget their ~ 
r 












tone of admonition w1-th which the Pardoner th1"'eatened sD1r1tua.l ' . --- .. -·· . . ; --. .' ·. --- ....... -·.. • ...... ' .. 
\ • • 
. 
LI ~,,,q-- -4r . death -ls now muted to t.he ,simple yet mysterious warning put 1n 
the mout-h of !3. serving ·boy. nl _ Spea·king of the same passage, 
, 
the boy's warning, Robert.P. Miller says, "The advice-of the 
... 
. ·'child' can be duplicated endless~y in sermons and· moral tracts • 
• 
· One· should be ready to mee~~death at all times· in view-·of·the 
., 
. , Judgment · after death. T·tie 'truth• of th~ young man's assertion . . . 
~-
has been recognized, however, by few other -than the taverner ·~• 0 




·for the ta.le the false 'yonge folk' 11teral1ze (and thus per-
\. . ,-:.~· 
. 
. 
. . vert) . the word ·of the true 'young man, ' whose 'dame• 1 s the 
. ,!",l 




. -takes concerning ·the r1·oters will be d1s·ouss.ed · 1ater, .but hi·s , · 
,,,.,,, .. , 
. ' 1nterpreta.t1.Qn. o(, -t .. he boy as the. novus homo,. the. new,~ spirit-











_ ···~···'··· ..... -·-·· I~' the first. place.., MiUer seems . to be· 1mpos1'ng his own ., ... ,,-_____ ... •:. ··-· --···~· - ..... 
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' . ., interpr~tation.-- o-n the·_-~al_e · w1 thout ha1?'1ng any basis f-or such · 
-.1 
' . 
an interpretation within the· -tale ·1·t6elf .• -.. The boy says: simply, . 
"" . m, 
<!> 
"Thus~- taught~ me my dame"-(684),_mak;ing no reference to the -
. , . 
. 
. I 
- I . Chur~h. · The phra_se _1 ts.elf is not picul1ar to the boy: the 
. Manciple·, too, uses it: "thus· taughte me_ my dam~: / .My sone, 
. I 
thenk on the cro~e ••• ' 0 (Manclple 0 ~ ·tale, )17--318) ~ Als·o., 
\ 
., e: 
there is no reason why the boy's "dJme" should not be supposed 
to have been repeating religious principles-taught to her. That 
' 1 s to say, there · 1 s no reason to ass·ume that . the. boy• s ~dame" 
·. 
is not just that, his mothir.· 
The text, -in fact, does not tell w.hether or no·t. the boy 
.himself understands the .spiritual a~pect of death any more than 
. 
) 
. / ... 
-· ,, ' the rioters do. He knows he sho.uld be prepared f~r de~th~~ 
all ·times, because his "dame" taught him so, but.ther~ is no 
,_; 
. indication that he lmows why he should be prepared for death~ 
._He prefaces his warning with, "And, maister, er ye come in his 
r 
---p!esep.ee''(6-·8o). If he-understood the-s·piritual aspect· of .death~ 
would he not realize that man is always 1n the 0 presence of 
death? 
. . 
-....- -· The fact that the boy has person1f1ed_death would also, 
1 t seem·s, tend to show· that he does not understand the sp1r1 t-. 
' . . . 
ual aspect of death. Personification usually suggests a s1f-
. "'-......... ... pl1f1cation of an idea in order·to grasp the idea. Remembering 
" 
t;hat the boy ll Just a boy-, a ·cfi1ld-, the personification of 
·~ 
,~ . .,..:,. 
death ts in keeping· -w1 th his young age and the ·resultant lack 
" 
. ' \ 
_--T ___ ·~r lqiowled.~.:~ ~d ~xperience~ .. The fact tha·t ._the ;rioters also 
. ....... 
... 
1 • • 
,,. ..... --
,, , 
. . . 
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t 
.. do not understand death8.1'ld carry on the boy's p,rson1f1cat1on-~ 
. -
- ' . "' 
. ' . " of 1 t ls a f.urther coL'!ment on· their essential immaturity-. 
Mi·ller' s general interpretation, however, 1·s -not to be-· I • 
1 
denied. The boy does speak· the "truth," wheth~r he :recog-
. . . 
nizes this. truth or not.·c. How~ver,- to ~call .t.he boy the novus . ... 
.,. .. 
holno' the spiritually re-born 'Ill-an, wo~ld imply an awareness 
that 1 S not present in· the des.Ori pt1on Of the boy; that 1·s t . 
calling· the boy the novus homo implies that ·he unjierstands 
\ 
,.,-·• 
the spiritual aspect of death, while the text implies that 
... 
( he does not understand it. 
. 
' 




" 11 es in his opposition of t.he old man and the ]?oy. As -has · 
'Q \ ~ • been previously discussed, the old man cannot, if one 1~ to 




called the ve.tus· homo any more than ·the boy · can be call~d w1 th 
. ,, 
· a·ssurance the novus homo·. However, Miller says, "In the tale 
the, figure of the old man stands as a symbolic oppos1 te t.o .· 
that ·of ~the tavern boy." 
"Like the youth," he continues, "the.old man refers to 
his mother.~~In contrast to the youth, he 1s of the·generation 
of the earth; earthy."J ·Miller does not find any s1gl11f1canoe· 
... 
·- .... •;,t . in the faot t.h~t both· the o'ld man and the boy refer to the1·r , 
mothers,'_ nor should any reader of the Pardoner's Tale. 1'he s·1tu'-
., 
--~- .. , 
·- ·-c'!t.·-~ 
"· 
· atlon of each refer·ence is qu~·te different:. the b,oy 1·s citing 
.. 
, . ' 
... 
·h~ .. ,;s ''dame"· as· the s.ource of his warn.1ng, and the old man is seeking · 
. -"L . " 
. 
. . . ............ his eeve mooder - the earth as· a physical resting place •... 
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' . 
. Miller ~~es, however, find s1gn1f1canoe 1n the cont~ast 
wherein the old mart 1s· seen as "of .the gener~tion·or th~, __ . (} . 
earth, earthy.~· Such a oo.~trast,. especi~ily when seen 1n 




first ·chapter of this paper, see~s quite in keeping with the ' . 
' 
. 
. _fact that th·e old man is an old man·and·the·boy 1s a boy. 
That is, the old ma.n's .wisdom, such as shown 1n hi~ knowing 
~h~t the·gold will b~ death for the rioters, is a result of 
his being human, ".of the generation of the earth," and of his· 
having·11ved long enough to have experience in the ways of µ 
' 
men ... However, he·adds to this the humility and·subm1ss1on 
to divine wi.11 ith1ch result from his piety. 
~-
Miller do~s not consider the boy as "of the generation of. 
the .earth," but perhaps the _boy's air of spiritual ·excellence 
1 s_ the result of, his being too young to· have _gained the o·ld 
-
- - -- - - • - . . .. - ' ... - . -r ~ . -
•-· •· ~ .---•~ 'l •• •'" - •- •"• ~ .--,-- -,••· • • •" •·--·.-·-- ,·.~ •. ,..----.---- ... ··.- -. •.• • - -·• • ,<' •· • r -,~-" .,.._ ',• • ._. _..._,.., • •• •• ".~ -mari's. ·expefience and wisdom. As d1_scussed .above, there is no 
1nd1cat1on in the text that the boy understands his own words, 
.,.,..,-,._ 
·and it ls, in fact, 1npt necessary that he understand. Th~s, 
~ · there is no·textual ·evidence that the boy is or is not "of the 
' 
. ,- .. 
. generation of t~e earth." That is, he is not shown.to have 
I 
, f" : .• , .I any awaren~ss of good arid ev~l; ne-··-1 s- a boy, not a. young man. · J . -
. 
. D. W. Rob·ertson, Jr., who also sees the old man acs the' -~ 
.vetus homo·, says, in support - of· the theory, "from the po.int 
of v1e·w of.art, either visual or lit~ra.ry, 'oldness~ of the\ ) 
sp1r1 t 1s most easily suggest-ed by, 'oldness' of the flesh.'"·4· · . . 
"\ 
··~ 
- ~ - .. 
..... 
~ M1l~er, · too, -seem~ to follow the i:-e~s~ri~µg··_,tha.t. the .. old- man ·1s '·· --- -........... -.... ' ··~ ..... 
• ' • • t. • 
'\ , 
~ .I 
,1' t • . 1' 
·,/ 
- .,....,..~ / 
. • "! 
~ • 1 
I 
1 ' 
.. •" ~. 
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.. Jl ... ·-~ ..• ~ 
·~' 
• 
., .. -\ 
"" a natural -~ymbol for the vetus homo-and thus probably is the 
vetus homoo To be oons1ste_nt, then,· in ~1s· interpretation, 
,', 
. 
,. 1. t itould seem that he would nee.(\_ ~a yo·ung man, not a child, to 
....... ~ ... ~ " . " . ' ~· '- .... · .. - ' stand as the novus homo. 
-·· ~ 
.. 
It woul4 seem, then, that the boy ~rovides ·a figure for 
irony in the· tale rather than one for ·symbolic 1nterpretat1.on. 
His warning to the rioters becomes more ironical if he does 
·not.r~alij its full spiritual implications himself, not only 
because an innocent utters a ,deep truth, but also because the 
•.co. ·d<L. 
rioters a.re th··en seen as of equal immaturity when th~y should 
have a m .. ore mature understanding of death as well as of life. 
, 
' 
. However, the warning remains 1ro_n1ca·l even if ·the boy does 
realiz-e its full implications, since 1 t is a misunderstood 
,, 
' ,.. 
as well as a disregarded warning • 
I [ 
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r . only one--of the children in Chaucer who are lifelike, not~1th-· 
. 
•' standing his brief fictional .. role •••• The fact that the boy_ (as· 
. . . 
well a.s the tavern-keeper and the apothecary) possesses at i· 
' 
'lea.st a modicum of character serves to· h.e1ghten in contrast 




· ~ "~t .l~eas··t a modicum of character," seen in his very first line. 
Despl te the- ·sll:btle -jthre~t of the rioter's words, "And loo_ke. 
'· 
,a 
·that t_hoµ ·reporte hi.s narne we~l" (669)., the. boy ··ans1Ners with 
.a.·po·11te "Sire" and a firm "it nedeth never-a-deel''(670). He 
. ' . ~· ... . 
.... goes on· to-give a full report of the comrade's death as .. well · . • l • - • & < 
• .. 
• 
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·(670-684), the boy shows a quiet stre~gth and courage whtph, 
. like·-ti,.e patience and humility of the old man, can only.serve 
' ta _ heighten in con.trast the 1m·patien1?, blasphemous arrogance 
-
. 
. of the rioters. 
t1 t.han _the" boy, being found in· only ~even lines of the story 
c..:. (-685~691). He, too,·. }1as tt'lo specific functions in the ta.le: 
' he speaks the fir-st .misunderstanding of the boy's warning, ··· 
-
. ' and he pro_vides the 1mmed1~te. impetus. for th_e rioters' , quet,st, 
as the boy, th person1fy1rig death, has-provided the~object. 
Miller says, "The ':truth' of the y.oung man•s a.sse·rt1on 
. ' 
' 
-has beep recognized ••• by few other th~n the tavern.er."6 -The 
basis 'for Milier's statement is the taverner's lines, "By' 





· . ..__., 
. ( 
ever, the taverner goes ·on to 11 st th_e. rav_ages qf deat_h and . _ , ...... - . -- -~·-····· ~-.. -
' 
·to declare, "To been avysed greet wysdom 1 t were, / Er that' 
he [!eat~·. dide a man a Q dishonour" ( 690-691). If the taverner 
. ful,ly unde:r,~tood. t·he implications of the boy. s warning, he 
would realize that death could not it~elf do a "dishonour" 
,. to a man but that the ·man would do the· "dishonour" to himself .. .. 
by not.being p~~PB!ed for death. 
The taverner al-so c~rr1es Orl-'" the p~rson1f1cat·ion of death • 
. He says· death ''hath slayn" man, woman, child, servant; and· • 
I _,.,1, 
page (686-688), and.expresse's his belief t~at death's "habita-·· 
"' cioun" must be .in the village· that· h_as had so ·many losses (689). 
.. , 
-~· 
~ . He seems, the~, bec!;l,use of his\ conti~llat~o_n .-of the person1f1c.at1on, ~ /d --
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' . ' JJ 
~.r· . ·• 
.· not to .. understand t.he sp1r1 tual aspect o.f death, just as ' ' 
"" ··the boy-· seems ··not t-o unders~and, d.espi te Miller's assertion 
·to th·e contrary • 
The taverner also provides the immediate ··1mpetus for . "' 
the rioters 9 quest. By 1nt1m~t1ng r·ear as. he recalls the 
· destruction of death,,_ and by stressi~g the need to- be fore-
warned of de-ath", he is. preparing fo·r the emergence of the 
· rioters O pride. The rioters· do not se.t out to slay death 
simply becaus.e their erstwhile ·companion _has died.. Th,1r- · -
·vow ·1s nqt to avenge one companion but that "He shai be,._ _ ... 
slayn.,. he th~t_ so ma11.ye sleeth" ( 700). · They also do not make ~ 
. 
· their avowal to slay. death u_po~ hearing f~om the boy of the 
death of their. ''old felawe" but rather it is made after t.he 
,. 
.. 
taverner (·presumably a man of .at least their own age, 1n con-
trast to the child who issues the.first warning) lists the 
ravages of death and hints at fear in his "To,been·avysed 
'· Gr deat~ greet wysdom it were" (690). The rioter• s re{>ly 
t th t "Y dd r' 
' I I l 
o e averner, e., Go es arm.es.... ~ it ~tliCh· per1 - . 
,.,._. 
with hym for to meete?"(692-69J), expresse_s the arrogance 
of all three rioters and contains. mo.re than a note of _con-
tempt for.anyone who would. fe~r, o~ even be anxious about, .,{ 
death. 
_;.:. 
I The taverner, then, also performs an integral· func·t1on 
. 1n the tale by speedl,ng the· r1·oter·s on their qu·est of dea.th I.. 
. -:,, 
f 
. ii<) 1· -· ' ; ·. ' · ·by his show of fear,· _just as the ··tavern boy has provided them 
.. 
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. " 
'rht! three rioters are, of .. course, the protagonists of 
- the Pardoner-:' s Tale as ,qell- as the Pardoner'.s prime examples -
·· to indicate the results of avarice. John Stea.dman, ln com-
"t-_/ . 
-~ 
paring the old --man and -the rioters, lists th:e ~ual1 ties of· 
the·: r1ot.ers which stand in· opposition to the c-haracter of 
~ the old man:- the rioters are proud, impatient,· blasphemous, 
foolish, and avaricious.! The rioters' peremptory manner 
is ev1d~nt from the first spe~ch of the first rioter. His 
o·rder to the boy to learn the 1dent1 ty of the corpse ends 
with the subtle threat, "And looke that thou reporte his 
.~· 
. . i 
. . . I 
. . . ·1 
I 
i 





name weel''(669), wh·ich: indicates his over-bearing manner.··-··· __ ....... ·.·. 
The pride of the riot.ers, ~«s po1nt.ed out in chapter 
two, 1·s seen -1n their response to the taverner: · "Is lt sw1ch I . 
. 
. 
peril with hym ~eat~ for to meete?" de,m.artds the one rioter, 
"I shal hym seke by wey and eek · by strete, / I make avow to 
· Goddes ~1gne bones!"(. 69)-695). Without even stopp1ng~to find 
.,:, J . - . 
... .. ..... , .......... .,, 
... 
.. .. . . - - -~ ~ ··;.. . . . 
~ ou-t what death really is, he assumes that he can and will mas-. 
ter 1 t. In addi tlon, hls blasphemy is seen 1n his swearing 
>· 
-
by "Goddes d1gne pone_s~' :to conquer. death... Besides· the irony - '· 
.• ,. " 
~ 
~/ wh1c~ lies in the·fact ihat it 1s pre6isely ~~y Sod" ~hat .he 
-
cannot and will not c9nque~ death, the-recurrent bl~sphemy 
I 
-· 1 ... 
. . 
"-.. . J4 
i_ •' 
4t ,, . 
'!"•· 
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implies that the rioters do not care, ,Jin the-· wor~f the. 
' 
'· _Pardoner, "Though that h1r ~~ soules goon _a..;;blikeberyed" 
(406). The impatience of the rioters 1s seen in their vow 
' -
to slay death: "He shal be.slayn ••• / ~ •• er it be nyght~" ri~ . 
· ~-:, (700~701). · The folly of the rioter.s----!s seen in their 1mme:.. 
.. ·. diate and total rejection of both the boy's and the old man's \ 
-
·'.r warnings, as discussed in chap~er two. Last;l.y , .. ·their greed 
is evident in.the rapidity ~1th which they decide to kill ·· 
-~ 
- . 
·eac~ other. The one rioter who has remained w1th·-the gold. 
says ·to his compani'on, 
-
' ·, .. 
,,.-_ ... _ 
. Thou woost wel -that~· oure ·felawe ·1s agqp·.· -·--- - -·-.-~~~-- -----~------
-~· 
~:; ., 
.,., .. \, 
, 
'" 
~" ~ An~ heere is gold, and that. ful greet plent-ee·, 
That shal departed been among us thre. 
But nathelees, if I ka.n shape it so 
That 1t departed were among qs two, 
', I 
....-·,. -·-" .. 
f Ha.dde I nat doon a freendes torn. to thee?.(810:.81! ) • 
---,~:,-... ,. _ ... ·--- The youngest rioter has- similar thoughts: 
"O Lord?" quod he, "if s9·were that I myghte 
,., 
Have· al this tresor to myself allone, . I 
\ 
. Ther is no man that lyveth under·the trone '--... ~. • -~-~--7" . ·., . 
. ....... C 
, 
" Of <}od tha't sholde lyve so murye as I!" { 840-84J). 
; An 'ironic indication of the true character of,. each .of the 
. - . , .. ·' ... - -··· 
. . 
. 
·. · riot.ers is that .. __ the rioter guarding the gold oons1d~rs 1 t " . -a-
free11des ·torn" to kill,another f~iend, and the youngest rioter \ 
·· ... is so· confirmed ' .. in .. hi·s arrog~t blasphemy that. he can refer to_ ' . ..._ " 
· .. the "trone of God", while making ~-Ian,$ for the deaths of his .two ,,• ,, , • • , •c .•,. t, I'. 
..... 
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. ' .,...;·, •.,. ... 
.·, :· ,, .of, erstwhile c9µipan1ons." I , . 
.. d t \?;. 
Betty° Kantor says, the rioters hee ne1 her .. man nor uoy -
' 1n th·e1r -unholy search r:or death. By rejecting the warn..; ' 
' ings and ;eeking death, it is clear (irom th.e, explic1 t :warn~ 
ings and their determined purpose "in seekin:g -~eath\ that they· 
·-
are com.mi tt1_ng, first and foremost, the sin of pride which, 
-1n·terms or mediev~l thought, 1s the source of.all evil, the '\'-"'" -' y 
. toot of the Tree of Vice~" 2 
-~ 
".A.ccording to. medieval theolo~cal .~racts," s_he explains,_ 
"the root sin ~f the Tree of Vici), superbia (Rrid~, c_onsists , 
\ of non-recogni t1on · or non-a_cceptance o_f one's .. ,. plao~ in the --
world. In .other -words, man must realize .that God is the orea-
• ,, 
-G 
tor of the world and accept His laws and precepts. Failure to 
be res __ ~gned to God• s providence -is sp1ri·tual blindness. "J 





pride, not avarice:- · -"Only a man 1n habitual slavery to va1Y-° 
·-• _gl,ory would tr,. to ab;ogate God's authority by making the 
. 
·world over into a universe without death." She continues, 
..... "' 
-''Some would say that the ri.'oters, torn ~etween _ prides in. seek-
' -1ng to kill death and avarice in lusting after gol~, choose·. 
. 
the .latter. For these Critics, avarice is the the~e ~· the '· 
• exemplurnl. 
',' . 
.... - ' But I suggest that the two choices .are by no means -• r 
true alternatives •••• Because of their abandonment· of God ~n 
· !illo"Wirig their pride to dictate the quest, of deatEJ ,. His path. . 
' ) 
becomes remote t~ them, 'tnus makirig th.e sin of avarice easi-er" 
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... 37 
..... ,4' ' 
.. tn'e' riOteI's come to a phys1Ca.l "death,. but th1tt oCC~s only 
, after pride has cause4 them to,. die, a. Spir1 tu.al dea.th\[~ecau~e 




words, pride, "the root ·of the ·r:ree of Vic~"''' ac.cording to 
. _,.. Miss Kantor, moves the, rioters to see·k death.. It ___ is only 






It has been shown 1n the second cl)apter of t.hi s ·· .p~per that 
the taverner provides the~ immediate .impetus for the r1oters' 
~-quest by intimating fear of death and thus a11·owlng for the .. 
emergerice of the rioters• pride. The rioters' total reject19n . 
. -·----···-~ 
and ignoring of the two warnings they receive also-indicate 
their pride as well as their folly. The Pardoner himself says 
'\. it is "the proudeste of th1se riotoures three"(716} who rebuffs . A 
b 




. :;-;;::· .----;:::___-9rt would see.m, ho·wever, with the ·Pardoner's expressed 
,I 
' ,. 
~ ',. ' 
.. ··. ·' 
aim of telling a story of avarice (400-401), and with the ~ 
,P ( 
. 
- -fact that it is greed which motivates the rioters to kill 
each other {810-815 and 840-843); that avarice can.not be 
·" 
"" discounted from the ·rp1ctu:re of the ri'oters •. _However, they 
do also portray complete prid~ or arrogance, up to their 
' 
.~' f1nd1ng·or the go~d. I;. Sister M. R. Makarewicz unites. the inter-
pretations of the rioters as prl.deful and ava·r1c·1ous .in saying , 
./ 
""' that· the p1cture of. avarice nresented in the rioters is the - ~ 
Augustinian ·sense .of cup1dita$ or "general 'avarice."·. "Gene-r_al 
. avarice, u she ~~ys, "is anything. that turns man away from Go4, " .,,I 
'1 
,<,t_ 
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·specific, may be r~stricted to money and.material possessions."5 
Q 
I 
.Paul Rugg1ers·, too, sees the rioters· as exemplifying {' 
~the Augustinian sens·e ~ of ·cl;!,Qid1 t·~S. , He ~ays the Pardoner's 
~ Tale nis a narrative fraught with the mystery of spi,ri tual -
L 
as well as physical deB.th, w1 th the mystery of man• s innate 
'i-
:evil and of God's inexorable justice. In this light it is ;:;; 
," '-'· 
surely too narrow an· interpretation to see cupiditas as any-
" 
, tn1ng less than. that- willful love of material. goods t\T1 thout 
·, . ' . ' ' . 6 ' 
reference to God, ~hich Augustine ·has· so ~aptly .defined •. ~~-
... 
With twe such unsavory qualities as pride and avarice 
as the prime characteristics of the rioters, rein.forced ·by 
. their constant blasphemy, _it seems-~ .likely that Chaucer in-
tended to ·portray com·plete ·evil rather tha.n--simply pride or 
avarice. ·rn other -words, the ripters are totally negat~y.e, 
' ' 
''I~' ,• , 
but they are not so one-sided that they m~Y be seen.as. only 
. pride or only avarice._ 
C -Robert Mille~, again, says,· "As-a point of departure for. 
' tpe tale the false 'yo·nge folk' li teralize { and thus, pervert) 
t~e word of the true 'young man•. 11 7 Although .Miller's :inter-
~-~:-




.has been refuted, the ribters n~verthe.le.ss do "literalize {and 
i ~ ~ 
thus perver~l-f01 the words of the boy. -In 11 teralizing the words 






., '\; . . 
. :paper, 1n carrying on the·personification of death, the riot~rs V q 
- ar·e ,"perverting" the ~1arning because they-1.grlore, or do not .. ~ee,_ . . 
-~ 
the sp1r1 tual ·side· of death •. · 'Ih other w9rds, the t.heological • -....... •• • Q 
·f··· 
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' dot '\\ 
l._;-' ;,;' .;·jf'•. 
. \ ') 
·~· :.• 39 ··1 
· depths involved in death are not taken into consideration, 




.;• ... -... 
"perversion". Qf ·the ... warnirig 1s· true of ,the rioters 
I whether 
or not the~boy himself realizes he is "11tera11z1ng" or· 
" 
.personifying death.· . ~ 
· ·. · :~r-, too, emphasize~' the ~p1ri tual ·d'eath found by the, 
,;. ,r.1oters. He says, "The Death ••• [!he r1oier~ disco:v~r ••• ie 
\ 
no 11 teral, •traytour,' but s·ptri tual death which their sp1r1 t:__ 
-
ual blindness prevents them from recognizing: the gold which 
turris -~their hearts from the· life of their s·ouls. It is clear 
:.. 
, ..... ..........,;--- . 
. . . •, -.. 
' . . . ... ....._ .. ' ·-
•· 
_, 
that th.is ··1 s the false . 'treasure' ••• the opposite of .the _eternal . 
I' treasure which should be laid up 1n heaven. · The quest of 
Death personified· and the resultant physical death of the 
. 
. 
revellers emphasize the real sp1ri tual dea.th found under the 
~ . 
oak tr~e ••• Phys1cal death com~~ to ~11; _bqt ·spiritual death ....... . 
,• . 
1 s ·the root ·of all evi 1. 118 
" Charles Mitchell gives a more syfpathet1c account of the· 
spiritual dea·th of the rioters. Alth.ough his interpretation . 
.. 
' \ 
~.· of· the old man as spiri tua.lly ·de·ad has been refuted' his/ com-




...... ;._ . 
' . 
--- - ~f the r1.oters. He says, "it 1sq.(!he r1oteri~J state 
--f-- - .... ·- -·-·· .. 
""' 




' ~ of sin ·which leads·· to their e.ctual death. The. Old Man seeks· . · ~ 
.- .. --, ,. -- ., ... ,_ -- ·-~-· ·- ·- ~-- ... .., ... ,,- --
! 
. · death but cannot· die, whereas the Rioters seek to kill ·death · 
~· ·n· , - ' but do die. These opposites amount to the same th_ing; for 
. ' 
the d·eath i1hich ttie Old Man :se,eks is the ene. to. the torment 
' brought abo)llt by~ t-he ~.tate of s_p1r1 t.ua.l deatn ( a ~o.:rynent 
', ~ .. '\ 
" .. ./. 
ti, 
:~ ' .· 
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· ·which includes death, ~since death is the punis.hment which .: 
God adm1n1·stereg for sin), and the death -~f death~~sought 
·~ 
. by the Rioters~-can r~sult. only from the death of spiri tua.l 
. . ' 
· · death •••• l!_he old ma_;] should seek 1n,Ot. death, . but·-:--like the 
/ 
Rioters~-to k1.ll death. But to kill t:he torment of death, 
~-:·. 
one must first turn a.side (or kill) the desire to avoid (or 
\. 
kill.) death by .. turning to the sp1r1 tua_l life Christ has ' ,. . 
\ 
0 ) 
offerect.-11 9 ., \."' 
0 
,; V , - L. 
. Mitchell continues, "'.!'he: Rioters seek to annihilate·. s1n' s 
' ... ~ .• " ••. -:-··""" ...... , ... ~., .... . ...:._, 'f"- . II>;·· ·'· ••• ~ ·- , .•.• ' ··-. !,. _--.- . . .. • - ··:,;.:.-_. . '. ··-. .• ·-- - 1' 
. , torment--death~-but fail/. 11~~ the 
O 
self-hypocrite [he old 
_m~, by simul, taneously sinning. 111 Mitchell appears to 
' . 
\~ 
mean the rioters' -ava·r1ce ·when he speak~ of their ''s1nt;11ng," · 
but then he does not explain the pride which initially_ leads 
the three .on their quest. It would seem that lV11 tchell 1 s 
getting too far fr~m the Pardoner's Tale in painting such 
. -~ . 
a sympathetic picture of the rioters. The text show~ three 
' 
rioters committed in their evil to a quest of "the false 
traytour" who k1 lle·a~- their compan1 on. - Mitchell· sho·ws three -
1 n ,, 
- . 
companions committed in sincer1,ty .to destroying the wages of' 
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....!....., ..... \ ... •, ·-I:-~-.. --------·--- . 
· and, the boy ·have been df!nied, there seems t.o be no n~ed to . 
r .• ,,, " • 
~ 
deny the interpretation. of th·e rioter~' death as sp1r1 tu·a.1 
- ·""~~ ' ' . . , . . .. . .·.. . 
as well as physical. T~ uSe Robertson's logic ( see p;. 30), 
p~~ical de.ath 1s··-a nat~ral symbol -~or spiritual death, and 
\l, • ,'.'·', --·· ' , . • ' 
• ' . - . .cot,,, • 
·" ,, 
. ' " 
. --~-····· ····~ 
•• 'f • 
. / . 
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, ____ ,_. 
. -. 
in the case of the rioter•, the sp1r1tual.d~ath 1nterpr~ta-·: 
tion· in .no way, contradicts their· character1zat·1on, as presenteq. 
.. 
~ ·by Chaucer. That is, Chaucer:presents only a·negat1ve por-
. . 
. . 
trait of the rioters,~. portrait ?f greed and arrogance which 
'--
. . 
easily f1 ts 1.nto a conception of· sp1r1 tual death. However, 
~-, .~· 1 t must be emphasized -~hat the s'piri tua1· death. interpretation 
1s externally i·mposed on the tale. r·n other words, Chaucer 
~oes not present a def1n1te.connect1on between physical and 
+-









,··sh.ows sp1r1 tual death to be "t~e root of all evil," and 
Miss Kantor says the s.1n of pride is "the source of all ~v11~ !' 
wh11.e the Pardoner h1ms_elf says - cup1d1 ty 1 s the root of all· 
,. evil. :rn view of the general ref-.utation ,pf the spiritual 
~- ~-\ 
death interpretation, that th·e rioters may have found spirit~ 
ual di~th· but Chaticer does not eay so, Miller's statement th~t 
the root of all evil is sp1r1 tual death· may be discoU!lted. The 
. !'. 
Pardoner's Tale itself seems.to support both Miss Kantor and 
/ -.-..--"·· . 
the Pardoner: ·· the rioters'· arrogance-inspired search for . 
. . t~ . 
• ' , _.· a .,, __ 
death leads them to the gold where- their avarice takes.over 
.. 
to lead them to physica,l -death. ··The evil- which ~-ne greed re-
. . 
sults 1n is. ·a tangible evil, '?·death, and·· the evil whi-eh the. 
4·-
pr1d e results 1n is an 1n:tang1ble evil, blasphemous artogl.ce •. · 
.. 
·For the.,Pardoner's purpos_e, a tangible,. shocking ev11. such 
-- ' 
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. as murder is necessary in order to frighten his audience • 
. However,,, as Mi·ss Kan.tor points. out, 1 t is pride which first 
leads the rioters to· the gold and it is pride which is "vut·he . 
root o'f the Tree of. Vic'e." The rioters' chief sin, and the " 
root of their evil, seems· to be pride~ but with.in the tale . 
0 1t is the picture of complete evil, culminat;ing in.murderous 
avarice,· which is i!mphasized, because"' the Pardoner· is_ trying (. 
. 
.,. 
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. I Paul Ruggiers says' 11 The riotere. response r t<?«'.the boy. S
0 
. -~~ 
. 1 -~ 
·· · ,Wam1n;i is· one of profane and arrogar:it· -prid,e: pledged· to . . -















. ~ ~ self. The- allegorical temper enables .us to see Chaucer's 
I , 
.ironical p~pose. · Physical death cannot· be avoided; spi-ri t-. ..., 
. 
ual death_ c.an, but manifestly /nq.t. oy th~_- perverse -commitment ,_ --~ .... 
. 
_ ....,......_, __ -,.. ,. ~ ··-· 
~J··· ' 
to ev11.nll ', ..... <:·" 
<I 
Ruggiers' comment about "t·he allegorical temper'~ -of the 
Pardoner's exemplum seems to be precisely the point of the: C>· 
whole tale and o·r ·th.e__ rioters.'. part 1n · the ·tale. As with the 
' 
. 
old man's air of mystery· which s·uggests a sympolic meaning-
beh1pd the c~araoter, the extr~me eyil of the rioters, the 
.. 
_ totally negative· picture presented by Cha:tice;",· suggests an . ·r •. . ., -·. 
·-. . 
.I . 
. . , 
int.ended allegory, or deeper meaning. As Eric· Stockton· has 
p~int~d out, the rioters ·are ,1most co~pletely ohar~ct~rless, . ' ' . 
wi·thout- positive. qual1 ties. ·iJe says, "Evil, has obli tera.te~) "· 
their individual nat·ur_e_~ __ to the _po1nt th-at- they are· n·augn.t· -:._· ... · .• -· ._ -·· . -~, 
.·.I, / 
:, 
. ' (. 
•• 
.. 
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I 1 > 
., 
. .. ~ but cunning an1·mals. None earns a name to call h1.s own, none 
.. 
~- · stops to is~·the.name of the dead ~an, though the bat~ fact 
of his ·death s~nds them into a .passfon."12 
Stockton seems ·to be going too far 1n·say1ng that the 
. 
. 
r1·ote.rs are nothing but ~cunning animals:" such a view -··· 
. 
· would negate, for instance .. , their pride, since pride seems 
. i 
to be _a totally human falling. How~ver, he says, _"The three • 
··, 
revelers ••• are sheer ev11.ttl) As evid,nced in Stea~man's ~ 
11st of. their charact~istics,_ · 1 t is true that Chaucer does 
( 
' not p~esent any positive qualities to save the rioters from 
,_ 
. . 
the charge of. being sheer evi 1. 
. 
-'\ /" ,. The ..... '!all.eg.ortca.l temper-~· .-of --- -th~ ---tale--- -and-·-o·f-- · th·e ·-d·e·s·c·rtp·~- · ____ .,, __ ·-. -- ------'------ " -·-' -r• '"'·---• ... '" ------,--- :.2.:.: .. ,_ ---··t" ·-·----- -· . 
tion of the.rioters is also furthered by the fact that Chaucer 
has used·one rioter to characterize all three, that the rioters 





. ·we- thre been al -ones"(696), ~d, in fact, they are all of one 
' ~ 
mind, as well·~ as of- one nature.. Throughout t·he .story proper, 
. _ --~---·-- the rioters :i;imatn nafileless, as· Stockton has pointed out. 
H"owever·, they are given var1 ous epithets-- "This oother hasar-
.... dou:r" (751), "the worste of hem"(775), "the.f1rste-sihrewe~'(819), 




"thise shr~wes tweye"(8J5), and "th1se wrecohes two"(892). .. The .. 
' 
.. 
.... '. . 
ep1 thats are not assigned t,0 any specific one of the three.; that· . ' \ ',\ 
. 
' 
. . - . ~ , . 
. . . 
. ) 
. 
. ' ls, <besides he·aring of "the proudeste of thise. r1ot·oures three" 
' 
.. 
. > (716), ·of "the worste of hem"(7?6), or ·or "the yongeste of_hem 
' ' 
. . JJ . 
_.. alle'' ( 804), the reader doe,s. not know wh·1ch rioter 1·s perf arming .. '.-• •.• ,., "' ......... , .~ ' • 
• 
• 
• It- ~ 
• 
- "-~----·- -- ·.~ _ .. 
I\ . ' 
.. ·.-;,;t 
• f 
.. which action; the· reader cannot follow any one of. the three 
I . 
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44 ·_. 
' " I 
... 
,. ' 
' I tlirough the story\,. ·In ~~king ·the rioters urid1fferent1ated, 
" 
- I • 
.("'.::·---......_ 
Chaucer _has . shoit1n that they are not to be considered -as 
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as the worst of them.· Added to the ·fact that· only·the evil 
' \ 1n their natures 1s stressed, this tind1fferent1ation strerigth-
·--- = ens what Ruggiers calls the "allegori.cal temp_er" of the tale,· 
• 
because the ~1oters are seen a$ pure and undistinguished 
-\ 
. ~v11 •. • 
. 




ve~y absoluten~ss ·of~~ .[~1~ v111a:1ny renders 1 t suspect. "14 




----· ------- -'-,'--·-· --- ----d-1-s-o--ussed later,-·· but Calderwood' s ·suspicion-·--or· abso·1-utenes·s··-------.. -------------:-, ....... · · · --·.- .----
• "1::.~-
~ ~· - -•··· ·· 
·-"' ...... 
. . . . 
1 s applicable to th~. rio~ers' undiffere-ntiated evil as wel.l 
., 
"1' as to the Pa.rdoner·•s ''v1·11a1ny." The suspicion, however,· 
would iemain.only suspicion wit~out fqrther sugge~tions of 
. 
, 
.. ,---:·~ an .intended deeper meaning of the rioters and their deaths • 
f•·· . ------ ··-- .. - ----~--- -
. ,.~: Robert P. Miller's discussion of the Pardoner and.his Tale 
centers, around the ·fact that ·•th~e· mediaeval author so.ught to· 
. 
' build up the surface or cortex.,,_of his work 1n such· a way as ( 
to indicate some particular nucleus, or inner ·meaning. nl5 ·_. 1 ; . ' ' ' .. . . 
.. ___ .. __ . _ f" . Altho~gh Miller's interprets.ti on· of. the old man as the vetus 






' . , . ,,·· 
'being aons1sten·t with Chaucer Os presentation of J,the ·characters;· 
., .. 
Miller's gener~l interpretatioh, ·based on scriptural imagery, 
of the· ~~rdoner and· of.references to spiritual death in the 
I\ 
' " . l . ~ 4/ tale c~ be ·accepted, ag~in, if. there .. 1,s further evidence of 
,~'--~···' 
.. 
I . '., .i' .. , 
I , 
• > 
. .. ·- .. 
~ I --- • ' ~ ... 
, \ 
.,., 
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a d.eeper, ·~ymbollc nfean1ng of the rioters and of their· / 
deaths. \ , 
---
() 
· Stockton,. again, has pointed out r\.eferences · 1n the Par~ f • 
'· doner's Tale to- the Eucharist: 
Th1se oookes, how they stampe,. and streyn_e, 
arld grypde, 
And turnen substaunce tnt·o accident ••• · Iii 
' . 
Tel.~e w~ere ••• ~ea~8 is, or thou shalt it-
,, . 
?, .. , a. bye , 
By .God, and by the hooly sacrament_:.~····.· 
I 








,......:,. _ ___:~_,_ .. _. -~__:_~· ......... --- - --· - . ...:.... 






Says Stocktoti, j'The wine !!he rioters drin~ is •..•• sym.-
~~ 
. 
bo~icall!y'sacramental, in that it is the instrument of God's 
· . provideBce •••• The c·ho1ce of the poisoned bottie llia5-88~ can-
not be a matter of 'cas • or mere chanc·e. The whole sto~y 
• . \\le' 
. 
' -~ 
,would indicate that.at this point :the hand of Divine Prov1-
\}-
--·--'-- ·- --·-·r·-··· 
.. ..... .. -· . , - ... l""- - ,._ - ·-·-·;· . . . . ;·· . 
---.-----~----c1enc·e 1 s again at wor;k,- ~J jus·t as .1 t was when the revelers met _ , ____ .... _ .. _,_-... 
. . l 
up _w1 th the 91d Man, or when God perm1 t.t-ed the Devil_. to tempt 
th&~ youngest .reveler ( 848). · The religious import 9f th~ tale .. 
. ' 
1s basic, 8.1\d cannot· be left to accident, r·or the· wages of. sin 
is death·o ,.,,l6 ... 




: .. after _·their swear1.ng by "th~ hooly sacrement, n 1 s/. ironical· -at .. 
. ) . 
. '., 
leas.t. ·w1th tf1e Pardoner's explicit re~f,~r .. ences to the t·heo--· 
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·· in his -t~ought that he sholde poyson beye"(844-845)~-as well 
as h1s sermon before beginning the tale proper, the references .~ 
.. ~ ''I ' 
<, 
·, 
· to the Eucharist seem to become· a reinforcement of the evil . . . 






· of .t·he Pardoner's examples by forctng a compar1·son, uns-poken, 









words, as Stockton- puts it, "The religious import of the 
·tale is basic, 1.' n.ot only because of the· Pa.rdoner·•s very pro-· 
fession, but also because.or his expressed intention 9f telling 
"a moral tale"(46o)~~ as weil as his discourse agairtst gluttony, .- ' 
. 
" ~::' ; 
•" . ,,, : 
: 
- _,., 
-------~-····--- ----- ----------·---·-----·------~--~. -- ----·-·-· 
. -~-· -- - ~-- - --- .. - - ·-- --- --~.--.... ' 
The problem is whether or not the Pardoner, or Chaucer, 
intended the· audience to :f'e.al the "allegorica~l ·· temper" of the 
story. The Pardoner's avowed aim.is tot.ell a.tale of avarice, 
. ' i as he does. when trying to get the people's money {4~0-404 and 
.,---
460-461); thus, in telling the tale, he presumably.thinks its 
0 t m-a 1 n point ·is "of a.va.rtce !µid of~··SWiCh cti.rsedne"'sse"(400Y- Which-······---
~,-". 
. 
leads to death. ' If he .extended tfie implications of his talei · 
he would p~oba.bly a,gree that "swich cursednes~.e." leads to sp1r1 t-
ua.l death, but his aim is to fr1ghtenh1s a11dien~e, so he con-
centrates ·on man's f.ear of physical death~ 
. _,,,.. 
" ·.1 ~ 
• ' 
. ----- ----
However, ·D. w. Robertson, _Jr., presents a strong .case for 
\, ·-
, ____ -----· . ___ ..__ · .. '-·· .... ____ , - -~ 
seeing· the Pa.rd.oner's~ ·Tale ~as a pict\J,re of sp1r1 tual death:, .. - . . :. 
\. ::• 
' inte~ded by Chaucer but not bf(the Pardoner. - Robertson· says• 
"'°" 
"The thr~e :Sins [!htch the Pardo~er di sousses bef or.e the story . . 
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·· ~rope;l may ••• be seen as a progression along the road · to 
•:···· . 
-
s-p1ritual d·eath:. {.1-) ·th·e submission of t·he spirit -t~ ·~he 
flesh .. in gl11ttony, . fore shadowed, as the _pardoner sugge_sts, 
by the sin of Adam and Eve, ( 2) · the submission to ~·Fortune 
1tnpl-ied by gambling, .and {3) the denial of Christ, which 1s 
_ · ~- - th·e 'spiritual' implication of $jv1olating the Second- Co·mmand- ~J 
. · 
. ~ 
ment ~ga_inst sw~ar1~j. Hence, . the three sins :reflect the .. 
I.. . . ,',' . . 
. 
. old .·-pattern of the temptations of the fl.esh, ~he world, ari4 
the Devil, for submission to For.tune 1s submission to the 
' . . (: 
·-t· 
. 
. world~ and the denial ·of Christ is the ultimate aim of the 
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· ~ioters' actions than just phys16al death. Comparing the 
. 
. 
Pardoner's Tale with its analogue, the 1572 Cento Novelle 
' Antiche, she says, "The characters of-the analogue are rob-
bers .who, upon seeing an· ol<;l. mB.!1 .fleeing some_thing called 
......__ 
..--- . death, decide that t~ey would like to see this death t~em~ 
... selves. They receive a. fervent we.:t'n~ng from the o:)_d man, but .... 
·1t is so vagu~ that ·they do not -heed it. Chaucer's·- r1 oter.s, 
--- - - . . .. . . . _, . ...,. . '". - . - ~- ,[_ . 
, .. ,' .. . \ ~-;i/ 
-
on th~ other hand, are f~om ·the beginning bent nqt·. only on 
seeing death bfit $lsb on killing him ••• Their purpose 1s deter-
'-h 
. ( mi'ned from the outse.t. _ M'oreover, the warnlng-s they ·rece··1 ve tJ . ~- .- ,~~·;:,'\. 
' ,. 
. 
•· . ·: . 
. c.r 
are explicit, and from these warning$ it is made clear that 
_a s~arch fo~- ieath·is sacrilegious.~18 
... 
·,.,L. 
. ' - Because of the change~_ Chaucer has m~de from the analogues .. , 
··-because of._ the th-eological pos-1·t1on of the sins against. 1-1hich 
······ 
' . 
. • .I 
' · ... 
... 
' t 
. ' I .. - _": 
~· ' . 
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\ 
. ~ .. 
.,• 
·the Pardoner inveighs, and because "the religious import of 
the tale is ba~ic," it would seem that Chaucer did intend a 
-· deeper, ·religious meB.¥in'g to the Pardoner_' s Tale. However, 
~ ~ I 
·the interpretation-which sees the rioterj ~s finding ~piritual 
....... ,. 
I .. 







1 ts elf. : 
• 
.r 
Bertrand· H. Bronson ·says, "The· 1·atent friction between 
_.;;. 
what may -be called t~o~d1mena1on~l and th~ee-d1mens1on~l ri-
presentat1on--or, generally ~peaking, the pr9cedures of alle-
, 
gory and of natural! sm-..:1s-••• omni present ·1n Chaucer's work. ,,l9 . 
(.• 
.. 
He goes on tq explain.the mo•e, in ~the Pardoner's Tale,·from t) # 
· naturalism to "the realm of ~ersonified abstraction:" with 
the boy's word's about death ·(675-68)), says Bronson, _"This, 
. 
suddenlt, 1s the world of the miracle play~· The chief actors, 
· 1rowever, remain at the level of every day, swear brotherhood, 
--and, set· out tq ---find and ·kill the thief who took their fellow's 
-life. •• 20 
Speaking of the old m~, ~ronson 'says, "This impressive 
f1°gure ••• gets muc_h of his purchase on our imagination by ac-
---~·-
. ' oept1ng, an~ using, the crude and materialistic .pf;)rson1f1cat1on 
of Death that motivates the ·other characters, while, at the -· 




, .. · tive sense, •••• T.hrough this man1-pulat1on of the key :figure, Death~ 
-. " 
"·· 
re flee ting forward and back on the· other a.gents, _the· whole ( tal-e 
' 
· ··. · ~cquires 1 ts· force and' reach of all~gol:'1cal meaning. n 21 . In ·., 
• ""\.,11 
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I "' .. 111 
() I f ". 
· Tale move back and forth between symb~lic and· 11-teral, me~ing 
·1n tl1e1r speech and ·actions.· 'rhe ·old· man· and· presumably- the 
. . 





- -···--·-· -------·--.~---·- r, 
. .
death, but ~he rioters 11teral1ze their.personifications. . • q 
• 




the differ~nce between their search for death and that of the 
old man. -As discussed' in chapter one, the rioters~ and the 
. ' 
{[.) old man give a different definition to-death.· These different 
att1 tudes toward deat·h, ··what Bronson calls Chaucer Os "manl pu-
lati on of the key figure, Death," p·rovide the. proper· perspec-
«!J tive on each character in the tale. In seeing death not only 
. . 
· as p.unishment for s·1n but also as release from physical and 
worldly ills as well as a step toward God, the old man is 
demonstrating his spiritual insight. The rioters, in contrast, 
- ' 
" 
are demonstrating their spiritual blindness 1n seeing death 
.. 
only as a thr.eat, · at the punishment. for s1-n, and vQwing to 
slay 1t. 
' 
D. 1'1. Robertson, Jr., again,· says, "Although Chaucer's 




tud~, they ar~ not.essentially realistic. 1122 As with the old 
man, this statement holds tr~ue .. of .the rioters •. l{o true-to-
; 
.. 
, ~ : 
. life group of young men· would -·deli be~ately set out to seek 
~-
,., . 
de a th, expecting to -find a_ physical pe1ng whic.h they could ·kill. - I 
.. -
That the rioter·~ do so 1 s perhaps the strongest hint of an 
•.~ ·" 
allegorical- meaning. behind their actions. It m.ust, .be remem~ I . 
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.· '!. ' 
having t~e' r1o·t~rs" seek,"dee.th, the Pardoner ·1·s establishing 
suspense for his audienc_e, who ·must know that the rioter~ 
. 
. . (,) 
cannqt- actual·ly kill death, and at the same ti:me he is re--
/ 
___,_ . 
- ,. minding them, -be·cause they---know they are as mortal as the 
,., 
· rioters, that thei· too had· better be _prepared to· meet death · .. 
at all times~ ~ Because of the .. B·ardoner' s avowed aim· of -making 
money, 1 t is doubtful that he .. _tntehded. his audience to feel 
•. _ ..$ 
' 
e.ny other tone than that of ,foreboding and feare 
... However, · by supplying realistic charac..t.ers in a nonreal-
~ 1st1c s1tuatiori, Chaucer hints that there is more to the· 
-· story than, a simple portrayal of the results of greed. '. ·As 
Bronson 15~1nts out, the characters of ithe Pardoner's ·Tale 
waver between.,symbolic and literal utterances and actions, 
between "naturalism'' and· allegory. While the rioters are· 
11 t'era.11z1ng,· anc1. thus perverting, the boy's words, they 
themselves are therefore becoming nonrea.l and thus tend.1ng 
. . ... ,, 
.tofirds ~ymbolism 9r allegory.· Likewise, while th~_boy and 
. ' 
thij rild man are·person1fying.death, they seem to be more 
literal, more real~ beca~se death as a con6ept is'~bstract. 
. 
_ _____.."--' 
1hrough this compl~x use of the 11 tera'l and the. symbolic, the 





· plying what Ruggiers calls 'the "all_egor1.cal temper"_ w1t}:lout, 
-- .• ,. .•• .,,•. I" 
.. as _discussed above, giving sufficient grounds for· calling <.the 
-_-_.rioters.• death spir1·tual. The "alle.gorical temper," the 
- -·. ~ 
mystery . surrounding . the interplay of literal and no~l1 teral f" 
" .. 
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elements, adas to the atmosphere of foreboding and awe whfch 
pervad:es 
I 
the story; "" and it was probably this was ) . . tor.re which ....... -
intended by Chaucer I not provide 
ll-
becaus·e he did any specir10 
') 
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: . _,.'' The character·or Chaucer'~ Pardoner has beco~e one of· 
the most-?,isoussed problem"s relating to the Ca.nter·bury Tales. 
In,his Prologue, the Pardoner readily gives a full confesston --======= . . • ~ ' . •• 
of the tricks he:µsi~ .to.win-money from his audiences (377-
-~ J90), of his avarice ( 400-404), of the manner· 1n which he _ 




_ of his willfulness 1n 11 ving a .life, of luxury, ( 4:-l9-45J), and 
. 
. 
- .of his being "a ful vicious man"~459)_. · In .his Tale, the 
·pardoner dem~strates his preaching ability by telling a . • r . 
. 
moving,. awe-inspiring story. which includes a long ·discourse 
again~t the sins of gl,uttony, "has~rdr,ye," and swearing. In 
" 
the conclusion to the Tales, he utters a benediction in a·tone -, .. ;;· ,.. 
~ 
. of-· sincerity ( 916-918), but reverts to ··the cynical. tone of· 
' ·the Prologu~ in hi's offering "or· his~ relics t-o the H:ost. ( 919-
,, 945). 
., __ ____ 
The problem·· of· this chapter will be to· determine· whether 
or not the Pardoner 1.s revealing h1s own natur.e through the 
' characters of .his exemplum; and, if he'i-s do1rig so,· to deter-. . .I 
' 
mine whether or not this self-revelation l•·1s· a conscious and, 
. 
, deli ber~te one on the pa,rt of the Pa.rdorier or :·an ironical • '. ' 
-. method of chara.cter1zat1ort ·on the part of Chaucer • 
• 
"" . . ... 
·" ··. 
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., .. . 
. ' ·, 
J 
~rt·would s~ei that wlth ihe Pardoner'~-confe~s1on in 
his p·rologue, there would be no neeft for further, self-· , . 
"--.. -~ 
' revelation of his character •. He has admitted, 
,> 
Of avarlce and of swich C-ursedness~ 
·1s al my preohNT1g, for to make -hem free 
• ;! 
, 
To yeven h1r pe.ns, and namely_ unto· me. ' ··-
-~ 
For myn entente is na.t but :for t~.wynne, 
.... , .. 
. -
.•, ,:...._ 
:·- . .. 
And nothyng ·for oorreccioun of synne· (-400-404-). 
· He twice repeatrs this a1m of pure avarice (42.J-424 and. 433), 
and adds that he- has no intention of .doing without luxuries;' 
although 1 t were at the expen$e of "th·e povereste -wydwe 1n a. 
village, / Al sholde hir children sterve for ·ramyne''(450-451). 
He freely admi'ts he is 1ta ful vicious J,nan"(459) ·but insists 
-that, despite hts - own character, he can nevertheless tell ''a 
* .. ·moral tale"{460) and, as he.goes on to prove, he can. 
-
' 
~ · It seems that these three -sections of the Pardoner's con- --/ 
fession--his·- descrl pt ions of his avarice, his willftrlness, and i -
his· basic "viciousness"--are the crucial passag~s in deter~ 
' . mining the Pardoner's character. R. George ihomas says, con-.· ~·<t . 
,,.( 




t1on of his ab111 ty to tell "a moral tale," "His s_elf-knowledge 
. , . 
-
· {~ecause he doe~ 'tell a --very "moral'" tale .des·pite his own· -, ' 
. 
' • 
charactei] is astounding and equals his impudent self-con,fidenoe, 
.J l 
· matching his superb histrionic. skill~~ 
The Pardoner's ";;uperb histrionic skill" is readily seen 
' . . . 
·-as h·e tell~ his exemplum in a cohere}?-t, awe-1.nspiring narrative. 
'"' 
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0 , • ~~ 
. (,,, His ~impudent self~conf.1dence" is also readily perceived 
,., ~ 
irt his fr~nk and cynical confession, which does not in ' . 
:any way mar his audience's react1on to· the excellence of 
his story. 
. 
. • . ~ 
.. .t,.;~ ·-
. \: 
. . . 
. ' 




. '' 11-1 
' to be fits seif-lmowiedge, se<§ms to provide.the key to his 
character. _ _. .His· tone (400~404) implies that he 1s quite proud 
. 
. 
- ·~ of ~m·ow1ng himself to· be ·1nterested . only in furthering his 
I 
·own avarfoe. Yet his avarice is seen to be only an extension 
of his will~ulness whe~ he -says, "What, trowe ye, ·that whiles 
.. 
I may ~r.eche,·/ And wynne gold and .silver-for· I t·eehe·, / That 




. but he is avaricious· beca.use~he wills to be so, in defi~ce 
of_ man Md God. His defiant:willfulness, in other words, 
' 
is the basis of his avarice and the basis of his personality,· 
' 
even though he does not realize it._. Thus· he· cannot be said 
I "'to have real ''s·elf-1mowledge," as Thoma:s claims •. 
The Pardoner hJas been seen as reveal,1ng his own character 
. I 
or essential nature through the old man in his ex'emplum. Much ·!& 
of ·the fina·l acceptance or non~accepta.nce~ c;,f this interpretation 
will or· nece$s1ti be ciosely related to the interpretation 
g1 ven to the old man. It ·will be remembere·d that the old man 
. 
:was interpreted in cha:pter one. o·r·· th'is pape_r · as.:· "no~-- p.eath alone, 
or .. -old age on·l~, ~,r a messenger· of death only" ( p. ·22)" . . . 
'-- . 
- · Helen Corsa says that the tale "is moral in a way ••• (!he 
Pardone;.I does not suspect, for it delineatesc its narrator's .---. \ ' . . . 
... 
---' ~ Jessence·· ••• The figure of the 'oold man!,/ ."v?hO directs the three 
I 
- • • .. 1, 
,• i ' 
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rioters to the goltl and thus to their deaths in his tale ·be- '" 
comes; in ·retros pee t, a mora!ly· admoni_tory. comment upon the· · 
\. 
· ~ Pardoner. __ As Life-in-Dea.ti'), .or Death-in-Life, he points 
"I I 
.~· 
ironically ~towards his narrator's. avowed goal in life--to · 
preach 'of no thY?lt 'but for coveityse•[2'±J--a:goa1 that 1s 
' 
· of the self, for the self, and from t·he self, and can only ~ ~ 
" . ' 
be self-destructive •••• [!ne old ma.n•~T words !12_l-?Ji1 de-
fine the true lot o.f ,, the pervert.er of Life, ·though the Par-
doner ls not conscious.that they do so." 2 
.... By calling the old man. "Life-in-Death, or Death-1n-~1fe·," "· 
- '"-· ~ • 1_ 
which tends to· equate the· old man with the Pardone·~· s · sptr1 t-
..... , .. 
ual death in physical life, and by calling the'old man's words 
. •:: ~·· ·' 
"" a definition of "the true lot of the perverter qf Life,~ which 
she says is what the Pardoner is, Miss Corsa seems to be 1m-
, \.. 
., plying that the old man is similar to the Pardoner because 
the· old man !§. ~pply1ng the words to himself_ •. However, as was · 
. 
' p91nted out· earlier, the old l1lan '·s.· piety ·precludes the possi-
bility of calling him spiritual death and rather sets h1m up 
as a "morally adm_on1 tory" contrast to the Pardoner's ·w1 llful-
·~ 
ness instead of a likeness.· 
.... 
' 1 
. Robert P.· M11ier sees the old man as q·ut te s1·m1·1ar to 
. ) 
. 
. the _Pardonell:i_~ · H~ says, "Like t
1




. _quote Seri pture .. to'· his own purpose·;. his mouth is full .of verbal 
1 • a holin·ess. · .Like the Pa.rd.oner, too, in full knowledge he points 
\ 
the way to 'spiritual death ••• L?-cking that p8a.ce Which passeth , , 
"'. 
-~ .... , 
·· Ullders~anding, he wand~~~-~ .. ,.·a 're$telees .kaityf' ."J 
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' , \ ; Miller's interpretation of the old man as the vetus-homo 
\ 
. . 
. 'Ii.. ' 
.{ 
has already been.refuted. It ~emains to add that the old man 
is not only "full of verbal·. holiness, n but of holy a.ctions and 
attitudes, too. That 1·s, he is pious, as was pointed out 
in chapter one. . In respe.ct t,o his. pointing the way to sp1r1 t-
ual death n1:p.·_ fu·11 ·knowledge, 11 ·he also ~ra.rns t:h~ rioter9-,, but 
· the ·choice to accept the- warnings or not is theirs to make, · 
and they do so, disregarding the words of both the old man 
and the boy. Also, . ·the old man says, "Thus t1alke I, lyk a_ 
restelees kaityf~'(728) •. He s~ys he i,s like a capti.ve, not . - . -- - - - - -,- - ..... - - . - - .. - ~ - - ---
.that he is a captive;. even"~.1f he is seen as a captive, he him-· --- ~~ ~~ 
s-elf s-ays it is by 11 Goddes wille,"~nd accepted by him. He 
~ .......... ,_ 
4 1s weary, but to claim that he has no· spiritual peace, as 
tM1ller does, is again .to igno·re the piou-s resignation found t 
.. ' 
in the lines,. "And therfore -mo·ot I· han myn -age still~, / As 
longe tyme as it is Goddes wilJ,.e" ( 725-726 )- and ."Buryet to 
me she ~eat~ ·wol nat do °that grace"(?.37) •. 
. / ,• 
-
· Thus, again, the interpretation of the old man precludes 
the pos~1b111ty of·oomparing him with the Pardon!3r, but.rather 
/ ~ 
' 
sets him up as an opposing figure 9 for instance, in his ··abiding 
. . - ""'~,-·.· 
-~y "Goddes wille,"·contrasted to the Pardoner's willful asser-
- t ~ 
tions of -independence '·.(4J9-45J). 
James L. Calderw:_ood also compares the ~ld man· and the Par- . 
} .. 
doner 1n·h1s, interpretation of the tale.as a deliberate self-
. 
. I 




pilgrims. He says·, "I would. sµggest • .".th.~t what the Pardoner 
. ' ... 
., 
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is doing 1n ••• h1s entire prologue, 1s parodying hifuSelt ••• 
Knot1ing ••• that he is being cast in the ~ole · ·or villain, he 
... 
-!. . 
. decides to ,Play tha.-t role to the limit, to give the 'gent1ls' 
the demonic Pardoner 9f their 1m_a_g1:n1ngs. His most 1mmed1at·e· 
. . 
·.·intention,. perhaps, is simply to shock and frighten the~o••~ ~ " 
·But ••• he 1S also ·attempting to gain their approval.'.'4 In other 
0 words, caiderwood suggests that the Pardoner, in painting s·uch 
-~ 
an excessivelx black picture of himself, 1s ·psychologically "'. 
1 - .. - •-<• 
__;~ -
---- - • -- - •• 
trying to outwit the pilgrims by making them approve, despite. 
1;~e1r fea,rs, of. his self=awareness, wh-1ch would lessen hl·s 
" 
·' . -. •, 
' ' ' 
-~ "v1c1ou·s" appearance. 
In compa~ing the old , man and the P·ardoner, Calderwood 
> ·points to the old man• s benediction: "God save yow, that ' ' 
. . 
. boghte · agayn mankynde, / And, yow .amende ! .. ( 766-767), and. then 
' . 
to the Pardoner's benediction: '' And Jhesu Crist, that is oure 
soules leche, / So graunte yow his pardoun to receyve,_ ;, For ··•. 
' that· is best; I wol yow n~t deceyve"(916-918). ·Ca.·lderwood ~ ~ .. 
concludes,, "th·e 'sentence', if not· the 1·etter, of the two · 
, .. 
benedictions is the same. -·BY thus equating himself. w1-th ·the 
-
old man and the 'gentils' with the three rioters, the Pardoner 
is able to say. in ef:fect: You,. who have been so quick to 
.. · judge me as _depraved, had .. be.tter be· more concerned about your 
" 
~ o., ... own sp1r1 tual-- housekeeping, for. I am better--and you are no" 






.. -·~ . 
-
·caldery1ood says tn.e ~sentence·," the meaning of -the bene--
, " 
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·1nvoeat10n of divine bles~1~g, "6 and· one wonders how different 
. . ', ·-,: 
" the meaning s,of two 1nvo.cat1ons of d1 vine blessing can be. How-. 
.. ,•"' 
. ever, as Caldertiood himself, points·· out,, the '!letter(1° of each 
--- . ~ ,• benediction is far removed from the other. One invokes ·God, 1o 
the other "Jhe su Crist; '' one ref era to man's redeemer·, the ( 
. 
-0th.er to the healer of man• s ·soul; and, finally 9 one seeks 
\, 
improvement for the .receiver~ fof the benediction, and the 
,. 
~ 
·other seeks "true" oardon. 
:.. The ideas are similar 1n seeking 
> 
\ - ' 
' 
., .,,,. 
. . divine blessing, but the benedictions ·are not similar enough 
... 
to prove·, 1:p themselves, tha.t the Pardoner is equating him..: . · · ... 
-· ·- . • - , ···---•-· ,.•-...1,... .•• , .... ~--.--·r,..r----:-..-~v- --~ .......... , ... ,_ "c--, ••. 
"' : 
s-elf with the old man. How·ever, the benedictions are the 
only ·equation between the old man and the Pardoner which 
~ ,. Calderwood shows. Whether or not one agrees wtth his inter-
• 
pretation ~f the Pardoner~~ of ~is benediction, one similarity 
.. 
is not enough to· p~ove a deliberate se~f-equation with the 
:.~\ old man by the ·Pardoner, especially when the benedictions are 
only so·vaguely similar: 
o. 
. I ·. ft Bernard Huppe, like Miss Corsa and Miller, oompa~es the 
A 1 
old man and. the Pardoner on the strength of an 1nterpre.tat1on 
of the -old man···as the vetus · homo. H·e says, "Significantly.~ •.. 
,, 
the ~ster1ou·s figure of. the Old Man seems to reflect the 
Pardoner, . for, according to a likely suggestion·, tpe Old Man 
reprt!sents the unregenerate man,· the· 01d Adam Ehe vet.us hom;J·, 
.. •' . 
,,• 
. 
. ';)" .,,,,,- \ 
who longs for a rel.ease· he cannot find without grace,.. The 
" 
-- _· old man· points the way to the tr.ee at whose roots is found ,the~·· . 
., 
' . ' 
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Pardoner 1~ rooted in _de11y1ng the ·poss1b1'11 ty of -- saving grace. n7 . 
• 
-It does not seem necessary to· go again into a refutation._·, ' 
'' ·. 
of seeing the old man as the vetus homo. In addition, Hupp,. 
' I does· not take into account the Pardoner• s pride or i~1llfulne.~s 
which seem-s to be rio·t only the roo't ·of· his .~evil but also the 
1 ( 
: sin in which the Pardoner is rooted: he does not deny the 
' possibility of saving grace, as evidenced in his benediction, 
r 
. but rather rejects it ··for himself, as implied in his confession ,,, . 
' ~ 
as ·he w1llfull~ states his intention not t-o·-11ve 1n poverty -~ 
/ 
but in luxury (4:39-442). The Pardoner's pride 1s in dire·ct ~ 
. 
. . ____ ; . 
+ ..... 
-
oppos1 tion to the q_ld man• s humi 11 ty. Thus, again, the old 
man is more a contrast to, than a ref.lee ti on of, the Pardoner. 
.. . ' The three rioters have been compared. with the Pardoner ; : . , ;I 
from various poin_ts of view. C. A. Owen, Jr., for example, 
eo.mpares them in conl)ectiori with .. the strµcture of the Pardoner's · 
k 
"' f! 
-::.:._, Tale·; · In discussing ti\e line, "No lenge~ thanne after Deeth ·;-, ... j/ \ 
. 
. 
, they sough,te"(77.2), Owen s.e,ys, "The single line. marks .a funda-
0 
• 
mental division in the tale ... On the one hand 1s·the drunken ; I 
l', e, 









I' from ·their 1llus1,ons of l,rothe:rhood and of slaying Death •.. Ye·t 
• .. 
. their drunk~n 1ntent1ons~were closer to the final outcome than ... 
' \,.\ 
'bhe-ir sober .. ple,..nn1ng and counte.r-pl .. a.nn1ng to secure th~ tr.easur~ .• 
. ' 
. 
. . \ '1 










focuses an{ 11m1 ts their vision~ "8 In other words, the, gOld . iJ.,<> 
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,,; •, 't• ,:_I • ~' : • • 
\ 
\. 
-. of meeting up with death. ,~ 
Turning to the Pardoner, Owen ~a.ys, · "The task he· has -set 
u ~ 
.... :__ 
himself in hi~ conf essiOn ~o • reveal the extent or his succ~ss' 
- . . ·. ---~·-~ -· -------·. . 
1n his_ occupation, to '1mp~ess- his companions with the amount • 
-
·-· ---·-·--·. - . ¥• ~ ,. •-. -·-· ·-··· -··-··--····-·· -- . . -····-··--··-···-· -· ·- .. - . --· - .. 
~ 
.. ·-· ·- ... 
----,·····-of. hi·s income,' arid to 'yshock them with the cynicism th9;t makes 
/ 
_j 






J it all posstble,' and •at the same time -to: conceal the.empti-
ness a~d isolation of his life-;J is as 'wild anq de'luderi ,as 
the drurfken: revelers' qu~s"t in the first pa'rt of t~he tale. 
-Like the que.!?t 1 t has a. wider. range" than his customary· hypo-
. , 
. crisy and is nearer the ultimate.truth. But hypocrlsy 1s 
~ his normal and-sober world, and like the- revelers• vision in 
the second part of the ,tale [;fter finding the go~ it. is · ·. 
· narrow and ·11m1ted •••• The Pardoner has also found death· w"h-
out recognizing it·. 119 
Joel Roache, too, compares the rioter_s with the Partloner, 
but as_thi~ves. After giving medieval examples to show that 
keepers of found. treasure were legally considered· thieves, . _ . 
. 
· Ro9.che ~ays, "This car~ful manipulation of ~ega.I) Words arid 
., 
..... ~ 
. images also functions on another-level ~estdes characteriza~ · ··· 
tion .of the rioter.!], -expanding the analogy betwee.~ the .Par-
. 
. ~ · doner and his .exemplum to enqompass both a ·sma,~~er ar.id_· ~ l~rgei 
•- --- .r ,· . . . ·- "'-~ 
··./,!~... r~le.t1onsh1p. In the first place, the broad";, -1ron1c analogy 
, , now inCludeS theft, a specific form of avarice (!heft· ~;. 'the 







'f - scar~eif,,requires p~~,of [and is s.een 1n ~he· Pardoner's admLssion . 
of ,using a 'gaude, ' J89-39~. nl~ · 
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·, Roache· proceeds to examine the Pardoner and the rioters 
. Cl ~ 
. 
. ... · in relat1onsh1 p to higher authority. He concludes, nThe Par-
"" 
./" doner does not merely s_teal fro.m the people and probably from 
! . 




t, 4 .... 
' by claiming the treasure for themsel,res, invade the preroga--
.tive of their legal_ so~ere1gn, so the Pardoner, by selling 
souls for _his otm profit, defies the author1 t1-of the sovereign 
of creat1on,·and his exemplum is more than ever a story about 
-~ims~l~.~11 Again, the Pa~oner's defiance of "the atithorify · 
of th,e. sovereign of cre-at1on" 1s also $-een in his willful 
- ,_ ......... ---·-· ... --s ·--···-· ---·.,.. 
assertions of greed (4J9-45J).· 
D. \~. Robertson, Jif., to.o, has compar,ed the rioters _to 
• 
w the Pardoner in his allegorical interpretation of the tale. ., .. 
I He says, ."The. ,rioters of the pardoner's exem·plum · give them-
.-· -:-· .. •-:' ·'":":'"• 
.. 
___ ----· -- · , -selv!=}s up .. to gluttony in drunkenness, se,ek the counsel of 




. (, .. 
' 
' ~ the Old Man, 1°mmerse themselves in a lus:t '9r worldly treas-
• ~ < ure, and, finally, deny the bond of sworn brotherhood which 
unites them. as each ma.ke·s -himself the· object of h'iS' li'Orsh1p 
~obertson' s definition of cuV!d1,,taiJ. But the Pardoner has 
given, himself up ·wholeheartedly to the ·sa.ine _ pursu:1.1;~ 111~ _ __ 
. The Pardoner'·s-''lust for worldly trea~ure" 1-s readily.seen 
.J in his confession, a.s is his denial -of the bond of brother-\ · 
hood of m.en in his a.ssertitn that h8 Would let the children . 
t 
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' 
' -
-Betty Kantor exani1nes the pride of the P~doner. _as well 
. as that ·or the r1oter.s. She says, "1 t is certain:}..y pride that 
,. . ·-:!' 
' . 
. . 
moti vateS ••• Ghe PardOner•_;J boasting confessio~ in t.he pro.::, _ 
~ ~ 
•
1logue ••••. ,The fact .that he kn.ows ~ometh:1ng". about theology and 
,, 
. . ' 
------------~-
... .... ... 
·~ . 4,, 
~-- .J 










·, ~... . .. 





of a. layman •••• Kriolftfing that -.. he· i a· using h+.s holy office 
only in order to make,. m~ney' he is proud. of the fact that he 
u I 
1s · bet·ter than most m:en 1·n a.t least ·one sense-::"f1e is a better 
·11' 
sinner. To follow Kittredge'sreasonlng ~n Ch~ucer and His · 
Poetri], · he is pro:uc,i to be thought· a- sinner so 1011~ as eveI'y-
one knows he 1 s a. s~perlat1 ve sinner. ,,lJ 
. ' 
Miss Kant.or co11cludes that the Pardoner "believes he is 
'J 
tell~ng a story of avarice, just as he believes that his own 
chief fault 1s simple greed. Yet what the Pardoner really 
tells 1s a .story_ of pride~ 1n which story a plot rebounds on 
.. ·the plotte.rs; and,. like a Freudian slip_, t·he same story rebounds 
on the Pardoner and reveals his pride."14 
. \... 
In descr1 bing t.he revela.t1.on as · .. like a Freud1·an slip," · 
/ ,. 
. 
Miss Kantor is implying that the revelation· 1s subc·onsc1ously~ 
directed by the Pardoner. Howeier, she is not implying self-
revelat·ion through any particular character as much ·a:s through 
the whole , tale and the plot 1 tself. S·he says further, "Just 
· as· the tale shows that he- who ·11ves •'by the sword dies by 1 t, r 
\ 
- ' 
. ·,l~ Chaucer $hows ·that he wbo lives by pride must suff~r by 1t.-" 
ti 
• She adds that no·--matter what reason the. reader may give·for 
_9 ·_ th·e ch~ge 1n tone in the. "afterthought,'' the offering of· the 
. -.<.·-, 
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. .. I . 
relics to the Host, "there· 1s no mistaking the boas·t:tulness .. 
.. 
.. 
and pride with which the .Pardoner ·reminds his ·rellows that _he 
is'" among them •••• 'The Pardoner's Tale-,· is" Chaucer's most exten-. . 




. \ . 
..... 
. r 
s1-ve venture into this method of indirect cha.ra~terizatton ~n · · . 
.. 
. . . ........ - . - . - ·-. ·•--· .. . --- . ' -· -- ·----· ----· . ...-... 
. . 
which the tale interprets and defines -the character o:r.· the· 
C 





the revelation is a subconscious one on th·er-. p_art of the Pardoner, 1l 





for the purpose of a fuller~ more subtle characterization of 
_,the Pardoner. · J . ·, \ 
Alfred L. Kellogg unites the 1nterpreta-t1ons of the rioters 
.. 
as self-revelation andr-2f the old man as self-revelation of the· 
Pardoner in seeing the characters in the Pardoner's Tale as 
person1f1c~t1ons of opposing forces 1n the Pardoner's nature •. · ,) 
.. 
. 
· Says Kellogg, "The protagonists of ••• (!he· Pardoner'~ drama , 
take on qualities which are npt simply dramati~.· They are 
drawn from the core of ·'the Pardoner's being; they are person1-
· f1cat1ons of.the two forces-which are ever in combat 1n his 
mind. The Tale. is a mirror of that never-ceasing struggle.". 
, 
. ~.~ - . .. 
'· \ . \) . 
"The essenti.al -contrast of The Pa.rdone.r' s · Tale 9 u Kellogg 
continues, n1s between 11 v1ng in. accordance w1 th _J Goddes w1lle' 
and ·-i1 ving O right at our owene wille, ·' the eternal ant1_thes1s 
.of the pride of . Satan .. ~:n4: _____ the hum111 ty of Chr1 .. st. "16 ·The -sub- · 
. •· {) 
/ 
mission to "Goddes Wilie" is expr·esrsed. -by the old ma.n (--726) ,_ 
.,_;.n 
and the- avowal t.o live "*'right at oure owene wille" is given by . 
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. ·The "contrast between pride and hum111 ty" is quite re~d1ly 
s-een. in the Pardoner 0 ~ Tale, between the rioters, from· their 
.. 
' 
'" first I app.eara.nce, in tihich. their ,proud 1·ndependence .. 1-~ imme-
' 
' 
d1ately asserted (692-701) ,- and the old man, i~i th his first· 






greeting of the rioters "ful mekely"(714). Howevir, to 
,, ' 
find · such a contrast of "forces -wh1cl, are ever 1n combat" 
w1 thin .. the Pardoner himself 1s not so. readily accompl1sh.ed. 
" Kellogg shows the progression of the Pardoner•·s reveia-
•' tion .bf his defiance of God through the Prologue, the Tale, 
and· to th~ benediction. Says Kellogg, "In -the final con.:.· · 
i.,,~ • . • 




suddenly, fully disclose~, the side of the Pardoner's being· .. 
, ; 
he has been striving so feverishly to conceal--the nature, 
' created· good, suffering, 1nd~struct1ble whose very presence 
makes the Pardoner's exis .. tence a hidden torment and his whole 
· ·way of life folly~nl7 ._ . 
I 
• (1 v 
. 
. Kellogg continues, "At the end of·· the Prologue, 1n · the 
\ 
·c· speech with which the Pardoner climaxes his· cynical disclo-
sures, Chaucer gives us si·mply ~nd· dir.ectly th~ key to the , 
Pardoner'fl pe~sooality.,18 Kellogg is her~ referring to the 
lines in which the Pardoner vows, 
" 
I wol.nat do_no labour with myne,.handes, 
Ne make baskettes, and lyve therby, 
~ 
... By cause I. w.ol nat. beggen ydelly·. . . 
'·· . . 
I ·wol .noon of the -apostles countref ete; 
' ' 
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. . ' 
.... : /'" ~ Al were "'1 t yeven of the povereste, pag~, 
Or of the povereste wydtre 1n:··· -a. village,,. 




~ay, I wol ~~~~~--·_licC>~~-Q_f_ .. the. ___ v.yn_e.,. ----~~----·---:----·-.. -~--:.- •-
.. 
And have a Joly w~nche in every toun.(444-45)) • 
. 
The emphasis is on the will, on the Pardoner• s boas·tful 
,. ~ assertions cof independence. · Kellogg says, ''the Pardoner 
demonstrates not only the aversion·or the will fJ;om ~God which 
• is common to al_l sin [n Augustinian doctr1n;J ,!:' but the pure 
_ refusal of .the will to serve God which is the sin o( pride.· ····- ~.~ 
The Pa~rdoner sets himself up as h.1 s own end in place of God. 
\ J . . 
' 
In the full knowledge of the e:rt--stence of God upon which 'St . 
.. 






11 more completely satisfactory- fulfillment of the Augustinian 
definition of pride would be difficult to find." 19 
It would be extremely difficult to dispute the Pardoner's 
' pride. However, there seems to be very little, if any; textual 
' 
' 
evidence to indicate an opposing force -1n~ .... t.he .. Pa;rdonerf.s .nature 
./ .. -... -_,.. ~ 
.•. 
.~. 
·-. ·~ .. 
which battles with his pride, as_ Kellogg claims. The on_e speech · · 
' 
. of the Pardo.ner' s which can be seen as at all humb).·e, i.n con- .. 
... 
·'i 
~ trast to his arrogant·confess1on, is h1s·benedtction (916-918·). 
.... "!'.'. 
To call the benediction a breaktnrough of a "nature, created 
good., $Uffer1ng, ~· ·which the Pardoner has been trying ''fe~verishlyn 
to.conceal, 1s; it seems, again making too ~uch_of an inc1.d~nt 
which occurs only once.-· Kellogg's August1n1-an interpretation 
~- ,,, , of. sin 1 s undoubtedly theologically. sound; how~ver, lacking 
"" _,: ,I.I 
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. • I 
more textual evidence than the bened1ct1.on of\ a ·struggle be-
~-
-
· tween good and evil forces deep in the .:P!h-don~~'s nature,the 
» • 
I? ' 
reader of the Pard~·oner Os Tale cannot ·ac.cept the idea that the . 
old man's humility 1s a represehtati on of .a. si_de of the .Pardon-· 
.r 
. ····· -· - -·--· ·-·--- -·---~-·-·-·- ·····-····- - - -- ···-·"··- .... ----·---·-··--_.,.::.~---~ - •.•. - - - --
......... - .. -· ....... , ............... , .. _ .. ,.-... - " ' - . . --------. _ ~- .. f-----·er•s·chiira'citer battling to be f~ee~ · ·The rioters'' pride, it has· 
. ~ 
--- • \, .-, 
-- .1. ::-- --: . """="' - .~~ 
. \. 
·x 










----.... . been snown, · is an ironic portrayal of the same· pride in -which 
the Pardoner 1s .enveloped, but the old man's humility 1s an 
1~on1c contrast to the pride of both the·· rioters and ·the Par-. J 
. 
.. ,., . 
doner rathe~ than a se.lf-~evelaiion of the Pardoner. 
. 
' 
Because of the obvious relationship between the Pardoner-
' and the rioters in their arrogance and willfulness, 1t can, · 
,. 
.... 
., ···r-:-~ ·. · ... ~ .. ··--- .. ~-...__-..;..;.,_'-·~:'"..:.-___..;..-_;.;.;..... ~ -· ·-·.:...·. probably be said With assurance that Chaucei·~· irit~inded.- t'h'e. 
. 
. I . r1o·ters to ·be a furt·her ironic comment on the Pardoner rather 
' " than a conscious self-revelation from one who~ despite his 
boastful cynicism in his confess1oQ, does not really know 
himself as well as he·thinks he does. 
Thus, 1 t can be said w1 th even more assurance t·hat "the .. 
tale cannot be detached from 1 ts teller tvi thout considerable 
1os-s of point or effect. •t?O E~c-h of· the figures· 1n the Par-
doner's Tale provid~s a comment on the character of the Par-
doner: the· tavern ~.boy, · in h1 s innocent w1 sdom, and_; the old .. ' 4 
mah, in his ,experienced wisdom, provide a s,h·arp ,c·o·ntrast to 
' the Pardoner, who should be re1 terat1ng their warnings with· • ! 
~ the same s1ncer1 ty thstt they ~!splay beqause of his occupat1o·n 
,· ' 




other hand,. provide a point of irony because they do d'ep·1C.~ 
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-the same attitude o_f defiance and arrogance which the Pardoner 
/ 
.~-d1·sp·lays in hls Prologue and "afterthought·." The P.ardoner's 
•... ...,. 0 
-Tale as a whole provides an ironic co-mment ·on t·he Pardoner, . 
-, 
too, by showing tq_e results . ·-···. ---·-
. ' 
. ' ;,) 
of arrogance and defiance of Go~ 
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